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Part III   Cultural Encounter: the Soldiers’
Question

In its most naked sense, the simple existence of an armed force answers
the question of how much an individual is worth to society and how much

society is worth to him. The decision about who is to serve, in what
capacity, and for what sort of compensation-describe the social policies

of a political system, often long before it is itself aware of the need for
the existence of such a concept.

 (Feld, The Structure of Violence, Armed Forces as Social Systems, p. 18)

Structural problems often underlie the cultural ones

(The economist, Time for a rethink, April 20th 2002,  p. 25)

Introduction
Part II of this thesis demonstrated that during the Yeltsin period, the absence of adequate
decision making procedures and a related bureaucratic political culture were important
negative factors impeding the pursuit of successful military reform. Due to the instability
of the political system, the impulsiveness of the political leadership, the polarization of
Russian society and the fierce departmental battles for scare resources, the reform efforts,
particularly the attempt to professionalize the armed forces, failed. This argument is based
on the study of the reform process itself during important decision making phases. In this
third part of the thesis an additional argument for the failure of the professionalization of
the Russian armed forces will be made. This argument is situated in the realm of the
follow-up stage of the decision making process, namely in the stage of actual
implementation of the proposed reform plans. Thus the theoretical blueprint for reform that
was put into practice and challenged thereafter by the everyday reality of the Russian
military's complex organization will be discussed. Subsequently, when a theoretical model
is tested, the formal and informal aspects of the organization question each other. It is a
fact that politico-managerial decision making does not occur within a socio-historical or
organizational vacuum. Each organization has its own specific values, norms, and material
goods, which comprise its specific organizational culture. This section of the thesis will
focus upon this ‘cultural encounter’ between theory and practice.

When an ambitious plan with far reaching objectives is proposed, such as the
professionalization of the armed forces in Russia, the risk is that the gap between theory
and practice will provoke passive and active organizational resistance.361 Thus, when there
is a substantial difference between the organizational culture and the proposed reform
goals, implementation of the reform plans become difficult or even impossible. In the
context of this study, it can be said with some exaggeration, that it is questionable whether
a nineteenth-century military mentality is compatible with a twenty-first-century military
organizational format. In order to understand this organizational dilemma, the everyday
                                                
361 Vicki Baier, James March and Herald Saetren, ‘Implementation and Ambiguity’ in: James March,
Decisions and Organizations, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989), pp. 150-164; Jeffrey Pressman and Aaron
Wildavsky, Implementation, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973); and Richard Nelson and
Douglas Yates, Innovation and Implementation in Public Organizations, (Lexington: Lexington Books,
1978).
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life of Russian soldiers, which I will call Russian soldiers’ culture, will be the main focus
of this part of the thesis. Therefore, soldiers’ culture will be described, explained and
compared to the AVF model presented in Part I of the thesis. In summary, I will study 1)
whether the present day Russian military organizational culture, especially the soldiers’
culture, is compatible with the AVF model; and consequently 2) the implications of the
policy of unadapted organizational isomorphism or uncritical export of western
organizational models, which ignores organizational culture, for overall organizational
effectiveness. In order to answer these questions, the general concepts of organizational
(military) culture and the methodology used to study them will be outlined.

Organizational culture

Organizational culture can be defined as ‘the collective programming of the mind which
distinguishes the members of one organization from another’.362 It manifests itself in at
least four forms, namely symbols, heroes, rituals and values.363 The first form, the
symbols, are comprised of the jargon, the gestures and objects which have a specific
meaning for those who share the same organizational culture. The second form, the heroes,
are those people who possess the characteristics which are highly prized in that particular
culture. The third form, the rituals, are made up of the collective activities which are
considered as socially essential to the group. Subsequently, the symbols, heroes and rituals
are called the cultural practices because they have a visible outcome, although the specific
meaning may not always be precisely understood by an outside observer. These practices
are underscored by the organizational values, which are the fourth form of a culture.
Although they are not visible to the observer, these inherent values shape the individual’s
actions in various circumstances. Organizational culture refers to a holistic concept that is
historically determined, and socially constructed, and therefore difficult to change.

An important aspect of organizational culture is thus that it is the result of learned
behavior that is generated by the organization. This behavior is reproduced by voluntary
socialization programs and/or involuntary coercive methods or, respectively, primary and
secondary socialization methods. The organizational culture reflects in this way the
historical development of the political and social practices of the organization.364 The

                                                
362 Geert Hofstede, Culture and Organizations, Software of the Mind, Intercultural Cooperation and its
Importance for Survival, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1991), p. 180.
363 There are other ways to describe organizational culture. For example Shein suggests that culture exists on
three levels: artifacts, espoused values, and underlying assumptions. (See: Edgar Shein, Organizational
Culture and Leadership, (San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 1992) and Donna Winslow, Army Culture. A Report
Prepared for the US Army Research Institute, (Alexandria, Virginia, 2000), p. 21-24. A recent study on
American military culture describes organizational culture essentially as ‘how members of an organization do
things’. (Walter Ulmer, Joseph Collins, and Thomas Jacobs, American Military Culture in the Twenty-First
Century, Washington: The Center for Strategic and International studies, 2000, p. 3 and p. 7.) It is important
to note that culture is multi-layered and composed of material and immaterial elements. Moreover, not all
manifestations have the same impact on the organizational culture. The material manifestations are more
superficial than the values or underlying assumptions. Therefore, practices (artifacts) tend to be more easily
changed than values.
364 This idea is also adopted in general studies on Russian culture. The ethnographer Nancy Ries, for
instance,  has stated that the Soviet communist culture never replaced or erased Russian culture, but was
itself permeated, patterned, and structured by it. She continued her argument by saying that in Russia, the
sphere of public events and rituals demonstrate the historical persistence or reformulation of the old culture
of the new. (Nancy Ries, Russian Talk, Culture and Conversation during perestroika, (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1997), p. 22.)
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culture that emerges shows how the organization has adapted to its politico-social
environment. In the case of the Russian soldier, the culture under investigation reveals how
the soldier has learned to adapt to his military environment. Based on Hofstede’s view on
the composition of organizational culture, this research on Russian soldiers’ culture can be
developed further by questioning the soldiers about the following issues:

1) What is the special language and terminology of the group which only they
understand? (organizational symbols);

2) Which people are particularly meaningful members of the group? (organizational
heroes);

3) What events that are celebrated by the group do they attend? What periodic
meetings do they participate in? And how do people behave during these
meetings? (organizational rituals); and

4) What would the soldiers themselves like to see happen in the unit? What is the
biggest mistake that a soldier can make? And which problem is of greatest
concern for the soldier? (organizational values)

When the relative importance of practices and values is considered, several studies
have shown that ‘…at the organizational level, cultural differences reside mostly in
practices, and less in values’.365 Therefore, it is possible to describe an organizational
culture based on practices which Hofstede has defined along six dimensions. Firstly, the
dimension process oriented vs. results oriented, describes a type of organization that is
mainly concerned with the methods that are used by the organization as opposed to
focusing on the goals of the organization. Thus in a process oriented culture, people
perceive themselves as avoiding occupational risks, making only a limited effort in their
job, and they see their job as a daily routine. In contrast to this, in a results oriented culture,
participants perceive themselves as comfortable in unfamiliar situations; they put maximal
effort into their job, and they see each day as a new challenge. Hofstede’s second
dimension examines employee oriented vs. job oriented organizational practices. In the
employee oriented dimension, people feel that their personal problems are taken into
account, that the organization takes responsibility for the welfare of the employee and that
important decisions tend to be made by groups rather than individuals. Conversely, job
oriented organizational culture workers feel that the organization is not interested in the
personal welfare of the employee, major decisions are made by individuals and the
organization is only interested in the employee’s work and whether it has been completed
or not.

The third dimension of Hofstede’s typology juxtaposes parochial vs. professional
cultures. In a parochial culture the employee derives his/her identity largely from the
organization itself, while those workers who are active in a professional dimension, are
people who identify themselves with the job itself. In parochial cultures the behavior of the
members of the organization is monitored by organizational norms not only in the public
realm but in the private sphere of the home as well. Individuals feel that the parochial
organization takes into account their social and familial background as much as their level

                                                
365 Ibid., p. 182.
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of job competence. On the other hand, members of professional cultures consider their
private lives their own business, and they feel that the organization’s reasons for hiring
them are based strictly on their job performance record.

In the fourth dimension of the model open vs. closed systems are proposed. In open
organizational cultures, people perceive that their organization is open to newcomers and
outsiders and that almost everybody fits into the organization. In closed system units, the
organization and the people are felt to be introspective and secretive, even among insiders.
People who work in a closed culture believe that their jobs are so important and so specific
that only special people can ‘fit’ into their organization.

The fifth component of the model refers to the degree of internal structuring within
an organization and it is labeled as loose or tight control. In loose control units people feel
that no one considers labor costs; people are late for meetings and jokes about the
organization and the job are frequent. People in tightly controlled units describe their work
environment as cost-conscious; meeting times are kept punctually, and jokes about the job
or the organization itself are rare.

Finally, the sixth dimension examines normative vs. pragmatic cultures. In
normative cultures, it is important to follow prescribed organizational procedures exactly.
High levels of esteem, loyalty and honesty are maintained, and consequently a strong
group ethic is predominant in normative cultures. In a pragmatic organization, the clients’
needs are considered more important than the rules. Similarly, results are more important
than correctly following procedures. Thus, the pragmatic attitude towards ethics is less
dogmatic.

In this study, Hofstede’s dimensions of organizational culture will be applied to the
Russian soldiers’ culture and compared to the culture of the All-Volunteer Force. The
contrasting cultures associated with the modern versus the postmodern organization can in
general terms be summarized by Michael Reed’s statement:

“If modern organizations are constructed around a culture of repression
and control, then their postmodern counterparts are thought to generate a
culture of expression and involvement within which autonomy,
participation and disagreement are openly encouraged. In this respect,
postmodern organizations are seen to rely on much more ‘emotional’
cultures in the sense that they facilitate the personal development of
individuals within collectivities based on trust, and the relatively high
level of risk-taking which this involves. In addition, they refuse to make
available the ritualized routines and formalized rules which ‘bureaucrats’
can hide behind and manipulate to repress emotional tension and political
conflict. Indeed, the culture of postmodern organization seems to be one
that celebrates, even luxuriates in, the dissolution and demise of the
normative regimes and disciplinary practices associated with rational
bureaucracy.”366

Based on this description of the postmodern organization, combined with Hofstede’s
insights into the dimensions of organizational culture, it is possible to describe an ideal

                                                
366 Michael Reed, The Sociology of Organizations, Themes, Perspectives and Prospects, (London: Harvester
Wheatsheaf, 1992), p. 229. See also Part I of this thesis, where a typology of the post-bureaucratic
organization (Charles Heckscher) and a virtual organization (Nohria and Berkley) were presented.
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type of the AVF organizational culture. The AVF-culture tends to be result oriented. It
focuses on the employee; it has a professional attitude; it is open system, loosely
controlled, and it promotes a pragmatic attitude. The mass army, as the ideal typical
counterpart of the AVF, can then be described as the opposite of the six dimensions of
Hofstede’s model. This ‘binary’ model is illustrated in the next table.

Mass army organizational culture All-Volunteer Organizational culture

Process oriented Result oriented

Job oriented Employee oriented

Parochial Professional

Closed system Open system

Tight controlled Loosely controlled

Normative attitude Pragmatic attitude

Table 13: Mass army culture versus AVF military culture

Army Culture

Donna Winslow’s meta-theoretical model which specifically describes army culture will be
used in addition to Hofstede’s insights to study the Russian soldiers’ culture.367 Winslow
proposes three perspectives from which an army's culture can be viewed, namely: the
integrationist, the differentiated and the fragmented perspectives. These perspectives
integrate macro to micro levels of analysis, and cover formal and informal patterns of army
culture. In the integrationist perspective, the principle idea is that there is a broad
organizational consensus which is built around a stable set of ideas, values and norms that
characterize the organization as a whole. This means that all cultural manifestations
(practices and values) are interpreted as consistently reinforcing the same themes.
According to the integrationist approach, all the members of an organization share and
understand their own culture. It is a realm of activity where all is clear and where all
ambiguity is excluded. The differentiated perspective looks at specific groups or
subcultures within the organization. The organizational culture of the army is shared only
by the group and not by the entire organization. Subsequently consensus exists only within
the boundaries of the sub-culture. In the fragmented perspective, culture is a loosely
structured phenomenon and is a system of values and practices that are not shared by every
member of the organization. This fragmented form of culture emerges dynamically and it
is the result of random interaction between actors in the organization. Ambiguity and
change are permanently present within the organization, thus, culture in the fragmented
perspective combines a multiplicity of views. Winslow describes her model as follows:

“…army culture contains elements congruent with all three perspectives.
If any organization is studied in enough depth, some issues, values, and
objectives will be seen to generate organization-wide consensus,
consistency, and clarity (an Integration view). At the same time other

                                                
367 Donna Winslow, Army Culture, A Report Prepared for the US Army Research Institute. (Alexandria,
Virginia, 2000)
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aspects of an organization’s culture will coalesce into subcultures that
hold conflicting opinions about what is important, what should happen
and why (Differentiation view). Finally, some problems and issues will
be ambiguous, in a state of constant flux, generating multiple, plausible
interpretations (A Fragmentation view) Thus each perspective in its own
way will reveal one aspect of reality.”368

I propose to use a different terminology than Winslow, in order to have these terms
coincide more succinctly with the vocabulary used in the field of organizational sociology.
Subsequently, Winslow’s integration perspective will be referred to as the formal culture
of an organization, which is officially approved by an organization-based (superficial)
consensus. The differentiated perspective I will describe as informal culture, as it reveals
the unofficial culture of the organization’s everyday life. Finally, the fragmentation
perspective can be called a-formal culture, as the circumstances in which this specific
outcome of organizational culture manifests itself are so unpredictable and unstable, that
there is no organizational control whatsoever at the time of its occurrence. Hence the three
aspects of military culture can be summarized in the following table:

Features Integration
perspective-

formal military
culture

Differentiation
perspective-

informal military
culture

Fragmentation
perspective-

A-formal military
culture

Orientation to
consensus

Organization-wide
consensus

Sub-cultural
consensus

Multiplicity of view
(no-consensus)

Relation among
Manifestations

Exclude it Channel it outside
subcultures

Focus on it

Metaphors Culture as glue,
organizations as
machines or ‘little
society’

Subgroups as islands
in a sea of ambiguity

Culture as a web,
organizations as a
jungle

Table 14: Donna Winslow’s meta theoretical view on army culture

 (Source: Adapted from Donna Winslow, Op. Cit., 2000, p. 8-9)

The three perspectives give us methodological guidance in the study of army culture.
The formal perspective provides a broader understanding of organizational patterns and
structures and the official view on the Russian (conscripted) soldier. In addition it
expresses the values and norms of the military establishment on how they believe that the
‘ideal’ Russian soldier should act. The formal perspective obliges us to focus on the
consistent and coherent rhetoric that dictates how the (mythical) Russian soldier should
act. The informal perspective provides insight into the informal groupings and power
relationships in the Russian army. Subsequently, the researcher should observe the formal
and informal patterns and behaviors of individuals in the group, as well as the underlying
                                                
368 Ibid. p. 4.
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assumptions that guide this behavior. This perspective also examines the organizational
conditions that allow for the emergence of subcultures to occur within the organization.
The informal perspective is an approach that allows us to describe the soldiers’ subculture,
and to examine the logic of how it operates and how it is embedded in the organizational
structures of the army.  It also highlights the conflicts that exist between the soldiers’
culture and the broader organizational aims, which lead to inherent organizational
paradoxes and inconsistencies. This informal perspective demonstrates the importance of
informal leadership, which allows self proclaimed leaders of the soldiers to reign over ‘the
barracks’ instead of the formal authorities. Finally, the a-formal perspective examines
organized chaos which is ultimately expressed during periods of warfare. The a-formal
perspective provides the opportunity to concentrate on the soldiers’ culture during battle
experiences such as those that took place in Chechnya. Used in this manner, Winslow’s
meta-theoretical model enlarges and rounds out our perspective on military culture when
applied to the question of the Russian soldiers’ culture.

Thus, using the combined models of Hofstede and Winslow as well as the theoretical
background of the postmodern military organization, the purpose of this section is to
examine particular aspects of everyday military life in order to describe Russian soldiers’
culture. The description of this particular culture is most complete, when it is analyzed on
three levels, namely: (1) the military, political and social elites’ perception of the ideal
soldier (how he should act); (2) how a Russian soldiers’ life actually takes place in reality
(how he actually acts); and (3) how the soldier behaves during a moment of crisis (how he
should not act). Consequently, it is a study of the expected, the actual and the unexpected
aspects of a soldier’s life. The official and ideal picture of the ‘expected’ Russian soldier is
analyzed in the first chapter by reconstructing the image of the mythical ‘Russian soldier'.
The ‘actual’ Russian soldiers’ reality, described in the second chapter of this Part, is
reconstructed on the basis of 50 life-history interviews of Russian soldiers and 50 in depth
analysis of so-called declarations or zaiavlenie filled in by Russian soldiers. In order to
give a complete picture of the soldiers’ culture, it should be necessary to complete our
overview with the soldiers’ culture during war experiences, with the so-called a-formal or
‘unexpected’ soldiers’ culture. The experience of Chechnya would be a good case to study
the Russian soldiers in the situation of war. However, in the context of this study there
were only three soldiers we could interview who had experience in the war on the southern
border. Therefore; it has been decided not to treat the a-formal soldiers’ culture. This
doesn’t undermine our endeavor to find an answer to the question whether the Russian
soldiers’ culture is incompatible with the ideal type of the All-Volunteer Force. Based on
the result of the formal and the informal soldiers’ culture a convincing answer can be
presented. This will be clarified in the conclusions of this part.369

 The reconstruction of an ideal type is an intellectual exercise which is like solving a
puzzle in which pieces are to be found in different boxes and the actual model of the
puzzle, which is usually available on one side of the box, is not present. Concretely, this
process involves a complicated form of inductive reasoning. No individual who is
consulted will have a clear-cut image of the ideal soldier as his rhetoric contains implicit as
well as explicit elements of the army culture. Consequently, the ideal image of the Russian
soldier, which is anchored in Russian (military) culture, has tangible (practices) and
intangible (values) elements. In addition to this reconstruction exercise, Part III will answer
the question whether the official rhetoric of the Russian soldier and actual life in the

                                                
369 The methodology used to support the analysis of Russian soldiers’ culture is extensively explained in
appendix I.
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Russian barracks is compatible with the image of the ideal professional soldier which was
presented in Part I of this study.

Chapter 1.  Russian Formal Military Culture: The
Construction of the Mythical Soldier

In this chapter the main characteristics of Russian formal military culture will be
discussed.370  The main goal of this discussion is to make an analysis of the narratives
about the Russian soldier and what is generally ‘said’ to be typical for him in his everyday
life.  The military discourse on the Russian conscript is most often expressed in what
Nancy Ries calls the genre of cant, which is “a pious, self-satisfied, promotional genre
which epitomized much official propaganda and many other realms of public speech.  It is
a genre of power discourse, expressing a stance associating or identification with the
institutes of authority and may be associated with the ‘official story’”.371 A good example
of such cant is expressed by the popular two-star general Alexander Lebed who has
characterized Russian soldiers as ‘smart, courageous people who love and know their
profession, and are selflessly devoted to their Fatherland and ready to die for it’.372 It
should be clear that what is expressed in cants about the conscript does not necessarily
have anything to do with reality.  Elise Wirtschafter has phrased this in the Russian
military setting of the first half of the 19th century as follows:

“The State either chose or was forced, because of the inadequate
economic and administrative resources, to rely extensively on ad hoc
measures taken by individual officers and to tolerate flagrant violations
of the law- all of which eroded bureaucratic rationality and professional
efficiency …The army was then left with the unenviable task to trying to
transform an obligation that…society regarded as an unmitigated disaster
into a glorious and heroic deed.”373

Formal military culture is very often mythical, by which is negatively meant that the
narrative does not correspond with reality.374 At the same time myths have a transcendent,
fantastic, or magical character (which does not have to be explained as it stands above ‘la
condition humaine’). Myths may color and/or justify military (everyday) reality and they
make eventual suffering bearable. And indeed, the nature of military life easily lends itself
to the creation of myths, hyperboles, drama, and historical falsifications, because, in its
ultimate execution, military life is so closely related with basic questions of life and death,
order and chaos, or the so-called fundamental-existential questions of human existence.
The Belgian historian Gie Van Den Berghe has noted in this connection that ‘war, chaos

                                                
370 See also Soeters’ article on ‘Culture in Uniformed Organizations’, which implicitly touches upon some
elements described in this paragraph. Joseph L. Soeters, ‘Culture in Uniformed Organizations’, in: Neal M.
Ashkanasy, Celeste P. M. Wilderom and Mark F. Peterson (editors), Handbook of Organizational Culture
and Climate, (London: Sage Publications, 2000), pp. 465-467.
371 Nancy Ries, Op. Cit. 1997, p.88.
372 Alexander Lebed, My Life and My Country, (Washington D.C.: Regnery Publishing, Inc., 1997), p. 212.
373 Elise Kimerling Wirtschafter, From Serf to Russian Soldier, (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1990), p. 149.
374 Rudyard Kipling, together with many other authors, destroyed the First World War military myth when he
lyrically expressed his grief on his son’s death, saying: ‘If any ask us why we died, tell them ‘because our
fathers lied’”
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and fear feed the imagination, certainly when reality threatens to surpass it’.375 Similarly,
Donna Winslow has suggested that control over chaos, manifested in many practices, is the
fundamental raison d’être of military culture.376 I would add to this ethnological
observation that control over death is another aspect through which military culture can be
seen.377 I would suggest that military culture is basically a rite of death, a way of coping
with or handling the agonizing idea of dying on the battlefield.

Formal military culture-to be interpreted as stable, long term, but constructed
convictions and beliefs expressed in rituals and the material surrounding circumstances-is
not only mythical. Formal military culture is a creation of the military which is also
functional. It provides ‘the software’ for status, comradeship, group cohesion,
organizational coherence and group solidarity.378 Formal military culture is thus the mental
glue that sticks the members of the organization together. It is, therefore, a tool of
organizational control in the hands of the military elite that is supposed to help to execute
its basic missions. Consequently, formal military culture is believed to be supporting
organizational effectiveness.379 At the same time, formal military culture is also an
instrument to define who is part of the organization and who is not. The particular set of
values and practices gives in this way the definition of the ‘self’ and ‘the other’ (‘we’ and
‘they’), and indicates who makes up part of that culture and who does not. Consequently, it
sets the boundaries of the organization. But the military organization is also an instrument
in the hands of the State and expresses State authority, and therefore, formal military
culture is also cultivated and reinforced by the State.380 As we have noted in part I, it was
in the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, when the idea of the ‘nation-state’
was dominant in the West, that military culture was carried out by citizens as a result of
socialization programs run by the State. Military culture, although treated here as a distinct
and specific organizational culture, cannot, therefore, in this specific time frame be
completely separated from the history of the state and the society in which it is functioning.
Military culture was thus embedded in a national culture. In the case of Russia, a state in
which military values remain important and the military organization is still perceived as a
crucial state making agent, military organizational culture is a tool in the hands of the
State. Thus the Russian President uses and re-vitalizes a patriotic education program, in
order to foster public acceptance of military values and practices. As far a the military is
                                                
375 Gie Van Den Berghe, ‘Ontastbare gaskamers, Collectieve herinnering en geschiedkunde’, De Standaard
der Letteren, 31 Januari 2002, p. 8.
376 Donna Winslow, Op. Cit., 2000, p. 59.
377 See Modris Eksteins, Rites of Spring, The Great War and the Birth of the Modern Age, (Toronto: Lester
and Orpen Dennys, 1989)
378 In an extreme form military myths may implicitly and explicitly result in an attitude of (moral) superiority
or an attitude that civilian rules and conventions are not applicable to the military community. Moreover,
these myths may give the soldiers the feeling that they are constantly misunderstood and misrepresented in
civilian settings.
379 See for instance David K. Vaughan and William A. Schum, ‘Motivation in US Narrative Accounts of the
Ground War in Vietnam’, Armed Forces and Society, Vol. 28, Nr. 1, Fall 2001, pp. 7-31 in which the authors
suggest that primary groups are ‘a primary motivational factor’; Ole Holsti, ‘Of Chasms and Convergences:
Attitudes and Beliefs of Civilians and Military Elites at the Start of a New Millennium’, in: Peter D. Feavor
and Richard H. Kohn (editors), Soldiers and Civilians, The Civil-Military Gap and American National
Security, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2001), pp. 56-63 and pp.95-97; and James Burk, ‘Military Culture’ in:
Lester Kurtz (editor), Encyclopedia of Violence, Peace and Conflict, , San Diago: Academic Press, 1999).
380 For a macro-historical opinion on this, see Charles Tilly, Op. Cit., 1990, pp.67-126. Recent public opinion
research has also shown that the ‘civilian-military gap’ between the military elite and the civilian political
elite is not that wide. The difference between the civilian and the military opinion on many societal issues,
however, is wider and more pervasive when this is studied with regard to the military elite and the general
public. See: Ole Holsti, Op. Cit., 2001, p. 90-99.
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concerned, the state offers the mythical and functional formal military as a kind of
compensation and recognition for the physical, mental, and moral hardship that inevitably
characterizes soldiers’ life. Formal military culture is, therefore, an instrument of
bargaining in the hands of the State, with which it tries to overhaul its citizens to fight for
its causes and to keep the soldiers loyal to the State.

In conclusion, formal military culture is a concept with mental and material aspects
that are primarily constructed and cultivated by the military. Under ideal circumstances,
formal military culture is stimulated by the State and supported by society. The State and
society can thus be seen as secondary constructors/supporters. Formal military culture can
also be seen as the memory of the organization as it has been shaped by history. It should
be clear that formal military culture is a mental construct and in this way it is often
exaggerated and idealized. It is in other words an intellectual construction. Not every
single soldier is consciously aware of the values and practices we are presenting here.
There are, for instance, gradations of patriotism, in which some soldiers cultivate extreme
forms of xenophobic nationalism, while others do not accept or simply reject such beliefs.
There is also, as will be shown, individual and collective, passive and active resistance to
this formal military culture. In the second part of this study it was, for instance, shown that
Soviet-Russian society was polarized on several military issues. The nationalists, for
instance, supported traditional military values and practices while they were vividly
contested by the liberal-intellectual end of the political spectrum. Formal military culture
as it is presented here must thus be treated with caution as it is in reality less clear and
coherent and much dynamic than the following discussion may suggest. Nevertheless, the
construct of formal military culture as presented here, is capable of revealing and
explaining many aspects of Russian military reality. It is indeed the software of the mind
that programs the mainframe of the military organization.

A Formal Military Culture Defined by Pain, Patriarchy, Patrimonialism, and
Patriotism

The specific Russian formal military culture is in this study defined by four basic
characteristics or stances, namely pain, patriarchy, patrimonialism, and patriotism.381 These
stances, observed on their own, relate respectively with the individual, who is supposed to
suffer stoically and heroically; the peer group, in which machismo-like bravado and
mischievous behavior is tolerated and encouraged; the institution, which legitimizes
authority on traditional grounds; and the state, which demands national loyalty and love for
the country. Subsequently, each characteristic touches upon a specific level of the formal
military culture, thus highlighting the multi-layer disposition of the formal military culture.
The four constituents can also be seen as clusters with which organizational practice
(practical behavior and material surroundings) can be related to and explained.  At the
same time, when the stances are seen as a whole, there is an accumulative aspect in the
relationship between the four characteristics. Pain and suffering, for instance, are also
expressed in the machismo-like behavior and male mischievousness between peers, in the
way authority is exercised and in the way patriotism is supposed to be proven. Russians are
only good patriots as they are prepared to suffer for it, to show typical Russian macho
behavior and to transmit an attitude of traditional behavior. In the same way, the typical
male culture reflected in the dominant leadership style of the institution is also reflected in
                                                
381 Stances, dispositions or moods are defined by Ries as emotional and physical postures that express
particular perspectives, values, desires, or expectations. (Nancy Ries, Op. Cit., 1997, p. 88)
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the patriotic discourse held in the Russian armed forces. Russian formal military culture
can, accordingly, be illustrated in the following figure.

Figure 4: Russian military organizational culture

The Russian military ethos is, according to many Russian analysts, unique and
fundamentally different from the Western military culture. This exclusiveness claim is not
new in Russian cultural discourse, but is interesting to observe in the military context.
Serebriannikov and Deriugin, for instance, characterize the Western military mentality as
‘based on the liberal idea, juridical norms and a strict contract between the ‘patron and the
client’, while the Russian military mentality is, according to the same analysts, based on
‘an ethical [nravstvennyi] basis, moral principles and a collective psychology’.382 The fact
that the Russian formal military culture is claimed to be distinct from the West, however,
does not prevent it from occasionally coming under pressure from Western and
modernizing influences. This can be indirectly demonstrated through the Russian debate on
the draft during the 1990’s. Indeed, some researchers blame the (pro-western) education of
the materialistic, pampered, and urbanized youngsters for the anti-draft sentiments among
this cohort and ultimately for the draft crisis. They deprecatingly label the prizyvniki
[draftees] of the 1990’s as the ‘perestroika children’, ‘the neglected generation’ or ‘the fruit
of the radical reforms’ [‘deti perestroiki’, ‘broshennoe pokolenie’, ‘plod radikalnych
reform’].383 This negative stereotyping of the youth reminds us of the campaign that was
held in the 1960’s in which the army elite of that day criticized the mentality of the
[Second World War] ‘war babies’ who were, at that time, susceptible to what the Soviets
call the ‘cosmopolitan’ and ‘corruptive’ influences of the West, characterized by a liking
for jazz and abstract art and the longing for an individual and prosperous life, as the
outward manifestations of inward spiritual turmoil.384 There are two elements interesting to
note here. Firstly, the analysts’ observations implicitly holds the idea that the modernizing
Soviet-Russian youth mentality apparently does not fit the attitude of the ‘authentic’

                                                
382 Serebrianikov and Diurigin, Op. Cit., 1998, pp. 22-23.
383 Serebrianikov and Diurigin, Op. Cit., 1998, p. 13.
384 Nikolay Galay, ‘Soviet Youth and the Army’, Institute for the study of the USSR Bulletin, Vol. 10, Nr. 2,
February 1963, p. 17.
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Russian/Soviet soldier. This implies that the idea of the Russian soldier is a traditional
idea. Secondly, in order to protect the ‘russianness’ of the soldiers, the conscription
problem has a nationalistic component and is in a sense anti-western/anti-modernist.
Conscription and the Russian debate on this topic are thus fundamentally linked with the
national idea, a (moderate or extremist) nationalistic ideology, and are influenced by
modernizing factors (such as education and urbanization). Generally speaking,
conscription is, in the sociological sense of the word, an anti-modernist institution in the
time frame of the twenty-first century. Consequently, revolting against the draft is both an
expression of a modernist attitude and a denunciation of the Russian military culture.
Supporting the draft means rallying against the modernization of society and supporting
the consolidation of traditional Russian military culture. Progressive, westernizing forces
clash here with conservative, nationalistic forces in Russian society. In other words,
conscription can also be linked with the traditional zapadniki-narodniki dichotomy in
Russian society, which is so characteristic for Russian cultural studies in general.

What is also remarkable is that in the 1960’s as well as in the 1990’s the government
formulated an identical policy in response to this anti-draft sentiment and draft crisis.  In
the 1960’s as well as in the 1990’s it was hoped that the effects of the modernizing society
on youth’ mentality would be countered by the inducement of a socializing program in the
school system. This military socialization program, the so-called NVP, was implemented
in the educational system in 1968, while President Putin decreed a patriotic program in the
civilian educational program in 1999. With this decree signed on December 31, 1999,
Putin aimed at: ‘consolidating society and restoring patriotism and incidentally stimulating
the interest of young people doing their military service’.385 It is debatable how effective
these socializing programs are and to what degree these programs militarize society, but it
was hoped by the state authorities that through educating the basic patriotic and military
values from a very young age on, the draft system could be saved. In other words, through
socialization and indoctrination, an antidote was sought for modernizing factors that could
jeopardize Russian military culture. Soviet-Russian policy makers always have put the
power of the word or the power of propaganda against the power of progress, but can a
military mentality under pressure be saved by words alone?

In what follows, the formal culture will be illustrated in terms of both affirmations
and negations that can be retraced in the narrative on and by Russian soldiers, in Western
and Russian academic literature, classic Russian literature, and assertions made by the
Russian public. Moreover, military informants shed some light on the different but
interrelated aspects of Russian formal military culture. Finally, practices from daily
military life [soldatskii byt’], recounted by conscripts themselves, provide illustrations of
what is meant by pain, patriarchy, patrimonialism and patriotism.

1. 1.  Pain or the Culture of Suffering

One of the most important aspect of the cultural ethos of the Russian soldier, as an
individual, is claimed to be his acceptance and tolerance of pain and, more broadly,
suffering. This is expressed in the commonly heard saying that ‘Russkii soldat vyzibet v
liubiax ysloviax’ [The Russian soldier survives in all kind of circumstances]. Suffering is
functional in the military context as the jarring circumstances of battle, the ultimate

                                                
385, ‘patriotic education of the Citizens of the Russian Federation’, Izvestia , 23 February 1999, p. 1
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expression and goal of the military profession, is unavoidably linked with military life and
therefore the soldier must be able to endure it. Consequently, hard living conditions must
be part of military training as it aims to create an environment that resembles military
‘reality’. Subsequently, it gives the military authorities the ‘freedom’ or rather the
imperative to impose severe discipline. Harsh discipline may be seen as an expression of
the conviction that soldiers must be physically strong and mentally hard in order to cope
with military life. Therefore, Russian soldiers are supposed to undergo military everyday
life passively and patiently and to demonstrate stoic behavior. Moreover, the culture of
pain is not only functional, but also mythical. It is based on the belief that only through
suffering do soldiers become better men and authentic Russian soldiers. Ries has noted in a
different context on suffering in Russia that ‘suffering engenders distinction, sacrifice
creates status, and loss produces gain’.386  The idea of suffering as it is proposed here is,
thus, an expression of the endurance of the Russian soldier, and also carries a spiritual,
almost messianic connotation.

When loss, sacrifice and suffering, are so highly rewarded in the Russian formal
military culture, it is easy to understand that the ‘cult of the soldier-hero’ is not far away.
This spiritual cult of the suffering soldier has also existed in the West, although in another
time frame. Indeed, the soldier-hero was dominant in the West during the First World War,
which was a conflict that, as we have seen in Part I, was prototypical for the mass-army.
The Dutch historian Leo Van Bergen noted on this soldier-hero cult:

“Hero was the title of honor that every soldier received. Soldiers were no
common men anymore. They were heroes who committed acts of
heroism, who shed blood of heroes; who passed away like heroes, and
who were buried in a tomb of heroes. The death of a hero was not
regrettable, because through dying as an individual, the nation could
survive. The nation was more important than the individual. The death of
a soldier was only a physical phenomenon, his spirit, his courage, his
deeds were a source of inspiration for the coming generations. This was
the cult of the soldier [during the First World War].”387

This functional and spiritual culture of pain and suffering is still what distinctively
makes the myth of the Russian soldiers in the 1990’s Russia! It lies at the very heart of the
formal military culture, and this factor of pain is crucial for understanding Russian military
practices. It is expressed in the desolation of Russian soldiers’ life; in a high tolerance for
peacetime and wartime deaths; and in the widespread acceptance of violence, all of which
can also, generally speaking, be viewed as embedded in and supported by the broader
Russian culture.

Scarcity and Desolation in Russian Soldiers’ Life
The combination of hard living conditions and the ability of the Russian soldier to cope
with them have been observed by many witnesses and spectators over different historical
periods. Wirtschafter concluded her social-historical study of the Russian army in the late
eighteenth-early nineteenth century with the assertion that “Poorly equipped, ill fed,
sporadically trained, and physically abused, the Russian soldier stood firm in the face of

                                                
386 Nancy Ries, Op. Cit., 1997, p.83.
387Translated from: Leo Van Bergen, Zacht en eervol, lijden en sterven in de Grote Oorlog, [Gently and
heroically suffering and dying during the Great War], (The Hague: sdu Editors, 2001), (second edition), p. 16
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battle”.388 This means, no matter how dreadful the conditions, the soldier was still a good
combatant. He could bear the hardship of military life and showed an extremely high
capacity for endurance. Other observers of Russian soldiers’ life over the last two centuries
and especially during the Great Patriotic War, have made the same observation.389 General
Afanasy Beloborodov, for instance, stated that it was the Russian coolness, selfless
bravery, inexhaustible optimism, and tenacity that made the German invader lose all hope
of ever conquering Russia.390 More recently, Lieutenant-General Vladimir Shamanov,
commander of the Western Group in the North Caucasus during the second Chechen war
said about the Russian soldier:

“We gave a worthy reply to the skeptics in the West who had written off
our army: There is no one stronger in this world than the Russian soldier.
This isn’t an abstract idea, the Russian soldier, but quite specific. You
will not find anyone less demanding or more devoted, self-sacrificing and
capable of adapting to difficult conditions than the Russian fighting
man.”391

In an interview with the Belgian battalion commander of the first Belgian contingent
in Eastern Croatia (BELBAT I- that took place from June until September 1992),
Lieutenant-Colonel Jockin was asked about the collaboration with the Russians and how he
evaluated the Russian soldiers who were working in his sector.392 He spoke with respect of
the physical endurance and tenacity of the soldiers and their ability to survive in
uncomfortable living conditions. A Russian soldier, ideal typed as a peasant-soldier by the
Belgian colonel, never complains. Colonel Jockin remembered the anecdote that he met a
Russian soldier who spent the whole day without any food or drink on a checkpoint
without complaining. This is something a Belgian soldier never would accept, he said.

It is also a common observation that western military experience of conscription was
never comparable with the Russian experience of conscription:

“In order to gain a more complete idea of the rigor of conditions of
military service in the Soviet Union, one must bear in mind factors which
even in peacetime make it far more arduous than it is for any young
soldier in the West. Throughout the period of service there is no right to
home leave, which is granted only as an incentive or the event of special
family circumstances; as a result of the extraterritorial system of manning
the armed forces the entire period of service is, as a rule, spent far from
home; financial remuneration is minimal, amounting to no more than 3
rubles a month; in addition, there is exceptionally rigorous physical and
mental training under conditions of iron discipline. Thus, the draft for

                                                
388 Elise Kimerling Wirtschafter, Op. Cit., p. 151.
389 See, for example, Roger Reese, Op. Cit., 2000, pp. 101-136 and p 185; Herbert Goldhamer, Op. Cit.,
1975, pp. 89-169
390 Albert Axell, Russia’s Heroes 1941-1945, (New York: Carroll & Graf Publishers, Inc., 2001), p. 1-2.
391 Anna Politkovskaya, A Dirty War, A Russian Reporter in Chechnya, (London: The Harvill Press, 2001), p.
189.
392 Interview conducted on 14 April 1994, Brussels. Lieutenant-General Jockin is now Vice Chief of the
Belgian General staff.
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military service is the young Soviet citizen’s first harsh contribution to
the state.”393

The harshness of military life is also illustrated by the dreadful accommodation in
which Russian soldiers have to live. The Soldiers’ Mothers Organization of St.-Petersburg,
for example, claims that the filthiness of the barracks, even in military hospitals is
appalling and not fit to house human beings. Military barracks resemble, according to
activists from this Human Rights movement, “desolate stables for animals”. The activists
of the Soldiers’ Mothers Organization have not seen any exceptions to this observation.

The Soldiers’ Mothers claim that it is deliberate military to degenerate the
personality of the soldiers by the creation of this dreadful environment in order to make
them ‘obedient and willing’ soldiers. Andrei, one soldier interviewed, commented on the
harshness of the environment: “I served in an infantry unit in North Ossetia. When I
arrived in the unit on the first day … we entered the barracks, and suddenly the question
came up: ‘How can I live here?’; all the windows were broken and covered by some
blankets…’How would it be in the winter?’ I thought.”394 At the same time, the extremely
monotonous and poor quality diet of soldiers, often resulting in serious loss of body weight
endangering the health of many youngsters, adds to the harshness of military soldiers’ life.
Aleksei testified on this as follows:

“Until the time of my military service my weight was 86 kilograms and I
measured 186 centimeters. I did a lot of sport and I had a well developed
physical condition.  After the first month in the instruction company I
lost 10 kilograms. The constant feeling of hunger, weakness, my interest
in doing sport disappeared. After being used to the food served at home it
was difficult to adjust to food served in the army, as well as the speed
with which it has to be gulped down [glotnyt’]. The food consisted
mainly of porridge [kasha] or rice to which dry onions and carrots were
added, which were steamed long before. There was never enough veal.
Sometimes they prepared very fatty pork of which they gave very little
portions. With this kind of food situation and a harsh and cruel physical
and mental pressure on us, there was also fear. The monotonous life in
the barracks, could always unannounced and unexpectedly be broken on
a day and nobody knew why this was or where the danger came from.”
395

The dreadful physical environment was also noted by General Alexander Lebed. But
he denied that this was a matter of intentional policy on the part of the armed forces to
degenerate the individual soldier’s personality. He acknowledged the importance of the
living conditions of the soldiers and its effect on morale. He noted in his memoirs that:
                                                
393 Nikolai Galay, Soviet Youth and the Army, Institute for the Study of the USSR Bulletin, Vol. 10, Nr. 2,
February 1963, p. 14.
394 Interview conducted on May, 22 1998 in St.-Petersburg (Interview Nr. 23)
395 Interview with Aleksei 4 on May 27, 1998 (Interview Nr. 33). The ideas from this paragraph were also
based on an interview with Ella Mikhailova Polyakova  and Jelena Iurevna Vilenskaya on December 10 ,
2001, Brussels. On the food condition of the Russian soldiers see also ‘The diet of conscripts in the Russian
army’ published by the Soldiers’ Mothers Organization of St.-Petersburg
(http://www.soldiersmothers.spb.org/index_eng.htm), and the document ‘To Serve Without Health?
Inaqequate Nutrition and Health Conditions in the Russian Armed Forces’ published by  Human Right Watch
(http://www.hrw.org/reports/2003/russia1103/russia1103.pdf).
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“[…] if a soldier lives like a human being, he will behave like a human being, but if he
lives like a pig…”.396 The opinion of the popular Russian general, expressed in his
memoirs not without political intentions, is quickly contradicted by an officer who
responded to the complaints about living conditions in the Russian army by a mother of a
conscripted soldier as follows: “Ce n’est pas grave. Un soldat, ça doit vivre les pieds dans
la boue. Les uns partiront, les autres les remplaceront”397 [It doesn’t matter. A soldier has
to live with his feet in the mud. Some of them will leave, some other will replace them.]

This casual response testifies the acceptance of pain and the endurance of suffering
that is common in formal Russian military culture. It is seen as a distinctive quality of
Russian soldiers.

High Levels of Mortality and Violence as consequences of the glorification of
pain
The idea of suffering rejects Western ideas such as materialism, orientation towards the
present, rationalism, a concern with the means rather than the ends, and a high emphasis on
legalism. This has many practical effects for Russian society. One of them, which has also
important consequences for Russian military practice, is the acceptance of a high mortality
rate. The high mortality rate in Russian society in general, especially among Russian men,
was during the 1990’s intensively discussed among demographers. Demographers spoke in
alarming terms about the ‘demographic crisis of Russia’. They were especially alarmed by
the spectacular increase of the so-called ‘non-natural’ or ‘external’ causes of death, with
which they meant death caused by road accidents, accidental poisoning, suicide, homicide,
injury and violence. According to Vadimir Shkolnikov, Giovanni Cornia, David Leon and
France Meslé this sharp rise in mortality was directly and indirectly related to dramatic
increases in alcohol consumption and to mal-adaptation and psychological stress stemming
from sudden changes in economic and social conditions in post-Soviet Russia.398 More
generally, Catherine Merridale has noted about mortality in Russian society that ‘no one is
sure how it works, but most people agree that there is some connection between Russia’s
culture and its history of high mortality.”399 Roger Reese has synthesized this idea more
dramatically, although also with a more optimistic undertone by characterizing that the
story of the Russian armed forces is “essentially one of continuos death and rebirth.”400

The Great Patriotic War is prototypical for this as more than 11 million Soviet servicemen
lost their lives during the war, including some 7 million killed in action; and about 4
million who died in POW camps. Those wounded, shell-shocked, frost bitten or suffering
from burns or illness numbered above 15 million.401 In Afghanistan the ‘Limited
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Contingent’ lost officially 14.626 soldiers; while about 50.000 soldiers were wounded;
6.669 soldiers were disabled; and more than 500.000 went through different serious
illnesses of which 100.000 needed psychological help.402 Komsomolskaia Pravda
published a ‘kniga pamiati’ [remembrance book] in which they listed 2.939 fatalities
during the First Chechen war during the period December 1994-October 1996. After 10
months of fighting in Chechnya during Russia’s second campaign in Chechnya, the
Minister of Defense, Sergei Ivanov, said that 2,682 Russian soldiers in the various military
branches had been killed.403 In March 2002, this figure was officially raised to 5669
fatalities. The soldiers Mothers Organization claimed in the same article that these official
data have to be multiplied with a factor of two to three.404

But it is not only during military campaigns that Russia culture shows a high
acceptance for soldiers dying. In peacetime, too, the Russian army is notorious for so-
called ‘peace-time deaths’ or ‘non-combat deaths’. These are fatalities caused by accidents,
suicides, homicide, violence among soldiers, etc. during peacetime. The data concerning
this phenomenon are surrounded with murkiness as official differ substantially from on-the
ground reports by citizens, soldiers, and human rights observers, such as, for instance, the
Soldiers’ Mothers Organizations and Memorial. Non-combat deaths is a phenomenon that
not only lies at the center of the debate between the defenders of conscription and the
protesters against the draft. It is also an important component in our discussion about the
culture of pain. The acceptance of many deaths as being ‘part of the risks of the
profession’, is clearly an illustration of the culture of pain. We will therefore discuss this
phenomenon in more depth. First we will discuss the issue of peace time deaths in general,
and then we will focus on one specific sub-element of it, namely, suicide among soldiers.

The following table lists official non-combat deaths in the Russian military between
1990 to 1998.

Year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Official data 4399 4034 2824 2572 2500 392 1037 1057 2600

Table 15: Official data concerning peace-time deaths in the period 1990-1998

 (Source: S. A. Belanovskii(red) dedovshchina v armii (sbornik sotsiologicheskich dokumentov,
(Moskva: akademii Nauk SSSR), 1991, p. 192; Veronika Marchenko, Op. Cit. p. 12; )

The official data are fiercely contested by Human Rights NGO’s, which publish their
own ‘unofficial data’. These unofficial data are also vague, but they suggest that the
official data underestimate the number of non-combat deaths in the Russian armed forces.
The fact that the armed forces are still a bastion of secrecy adds to this conviction.
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According to the Soldiers’ Mothers in the period 1985-1990, 15 to 20.000 conscripts were
said to have died in ‘non-combat’ situations. In 1991, it was reported that at least 5.500
soldiers died during their military service.405 This figure, approximately 5.000 a year,
comes back year after year in independent commentary on the problem of peace-time
deaths.406 In round numbers it may be said that on a yearly basis in average officially about
2380 peacetime deaths are reported and in unofficial reporting the figure 5,000 is frequent.

When we look at the causes of peacetime deaths, again we can present a difference in
the official and unofficial readings of the facts. The official data focus on the ‘normal’
risks and dangers of the military profession, accidents on the work floor, and reasons
considered to be beyond the military’s control. The military provides the following
breakdown of causes of peacetime deaths among conscript soldiers: suicide (26,4 %), death
caused by illness (16%), death during executing military duty (without further explanation)
(14,9%), fatal accidents (neschastnii sluchai) (7,2%), desertion after which the soldier
disappeared (7%), and for many cases there is no official answer (28,5%).407 Veronika
Marchenko, the president of the ‘Pravo Materi’ [The Mother’s Rights] movement adds
crime, ‘non-regular relations’ among soldiers, lack of discipline, and lack of responsibility
on the part of the military commanders as principal reasons for the peace-time death
phenomenon.408 Thus, the military either consider these fatalities as ‘normal’ as they are
inseparably linked to the risk of the military profession, or do they not take the
responsibility for them. The military attitude is deeply fatalistic and pessimistic. This is
definitely an expression of the culture of pain. The human rights groups, however, are
protesting against this rationale and point out that most of the peace time deaths have in
principle nothing to do with the core functions of the army, but with the perverse effects of
the organization and how it functions. Moreover, they consider the military officers
responsible for whatever occurs under their command, including unregulated relations,
desertion, suicide, illness and so on. With Feld they point out that ‘the simple existence of
an armed force answers the question of how much an individual is worth to society and
how much society is worth to him’.409 This rather schematic opposition between the
military and the NGO approach should not be applied too rigidly as, for instance, K.
Kuzmin admitted in a ‘Military Thought’ article of the General Staff that the human factor
is a primary cause in the accidents occurring in the Russian armed forces. Inadequate
training, violations of the procedures, and psychological reasons such as demonstrative
boldness, lack of discipline, bias to risks, lack of self control and lack of experience to deal
with complex organizations were, according to this author, important factors explaining the
high number of ‘accidents’.410 In any case, the data published on the issue of non-combat
deaths are according to Western standards exceptionally (and unacceptable) high. It gives
ground to the assertion of Laure Mandeville who has noted that: “l’histoire de l’armée
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Rouge s’est écrite dans les larmes et dans le sang.” 411  [The history of the Red army is
written with tears and blood] It gives moral value to the claims of the Soldiers’ Mothers
that: “Le mépris total pour la vie humaine, dans l’armée soviétique puis dans l’armée russe,
s’étend jusqu’au mépris pour les morts.” 412 [The total disdain for human life in the Soviet
army and then in the Russian army goes until the disdain for the deaths]  Ella Polyakova’s
statement that the Russian army cultivates a culture of death (Kultura Smert) can be well
understood in the context of the reality that is cited above.413 Neither the fact that the
phenomenon of peace-time deaths may not be minimized, nor the fact that we have tried to
explain this issue in the context of the formal military culture, gives moral justice to the
phenomenon of the high number of peace-time deaths.

The acceptance and glorification of suffering has had also another consequence, namely
the acceptance of an excessive amount of violence being present in Russian society, and in
the Russian barracks. Orlando Figes’ in his study of the 1891-1924 revolutionary period
devoted a great deal of attention to the violence present in Russian peasant culture, which
he stereotyped as “a culture in which life was cheap” and in which according to peasant
sayings “a good life was not without violence.”414 Figes also argued that this Russian
cruelty made by history. In another ‘people’s tragedy’, the BBC study of the Patriotic War
described not only the war crimes of the German army against the ‘Russian’ population,
but destroyed at the same time the myth of the partisan movement which was also
extremely violent and aggressive towards its own population.415 In another setting, life in
the barracks–as will later be explained in more detail in the next chapter-is also
characterized by a high levels of violence, often expressed in fistfights, gang warfare, and
torture. Yuri Poliakov’s short story of ‘Sto dnei do prikaza ‘[100 days before
demobilization] speaks for itself as one of the first publications under the perestroika wind
that protested against the ‘non-regulation relations’ [Neustavnye otnochenia] as the
Russian officials euphemistically calls the violence in the ranks.416 General Lebed was also
confronted with violence among soldiers when he arrived at Bagram, at his first posting in
Afghanistan in November 1981:

“There again, their wildness took over. Having no unit cohesion, hardly
knowing their comrades, they fought each other to establish a sort of
animal hierarchy: broken noses, cracked jaws, and black eyes became the
norm. No one could stop them, and I couldn’t keep tabs on my men all
the time: two soldiers would go to the restroom; one would return; the
other would come back later with a completely battered face.” 417

In the interviews I conducted, there were two main factors that were consistently
mentioned by the interviewees: the presence of violence and the scarcity of resources
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which were the product of the harsh environment in the Russian military barracks. Kesha,
for instance, said that every day there was at least one fistfight. He also witnessed two
homosexual rapes in the barracks during his eight-month service. In his platoon, there was
a conscript coming from Dagestan who was so strong that even the sergeants would run
away from him as they were afraid of his violent behavior. He concluded that: “in the
barracks it is the law of the strongest that rules.”418 Violence in the barracks is also
characterized by the Russian soldiers as bespredel, which stands in the Russian military
jargon for ‘cruel education’ and has the connotation of acting violently and with impunity
outside the rules. It holds also the connotation of excesses and atrocities.419

It may not be a surprise that the anti-conscription movement reacts against the
glorification and practical consequences of the culture of pain. The ‘Moskovskii
antiprizyvnoi Punkt’ [The Moscow Anti-Conscription Point], for instance, cites the
following reasons, among others, for the decision not to serve in the Russian army, in one
of their agitational leaflets: “…You do not want to be beaten or forced to beat someone;
you do not want to be confronted with homosexuality and rape; you want to keep your
health…”420 What else are these claims other than a reaction against the culture of
suffering?

Suffering in the broader Russian culture

Russian military stoic acceptance of suffering as manifested in Russian soldiers’ life is not
only present in Russian military culture, but has deeper cultural grounding in its parent
society. Civil and military culture are interactive, as the military organization reflects its
own functional imperative and the social forces, ideologies and institutions who dominate
the society in which it functions. The Russian civil culture touches upon the idea of the
Russian soul and the Russian Idea. This is demonstrated in classic Russian literature, the
Russian Orthodox religion and broader cultural studies, which focus on Russian
nationalism. Dostoyevky, for instance, claimed that “the main and most fundamental
spiritual quest of the Russian people is their craving for suffering.”421 Contemporary
Russian soldiers also fit well the personage of the literary figure ‘Ivan Denisovich’
shukhov created by Alexander Solzhenitsyn. In this metaphorical personage the winner of
the 1970 Nobel Prize for literature described the attitude of the prisoners of the Soviet
Gulag and the way the prisoners took pride in their suffering. At the end of the day, the
narrator said about Ivan’s day:

“Shukhov went to sleep fully content. He’d had many strokes of luck that
day: they hadn’t put him in the cells; they hadn’t sent his squad to the
settlement; he’d swiped a bowl of kasha at dinner; the squad leader had
fixed the rates well; he’d built a wall and enjoyed doing it; he’d
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smuggled that bit of hacksaw blade through; he’d earned a favor from
Tsezar that evening; he’d bought that tobacco. And he hadn’t fallen ill.
He’d got over it. A day without a dark cloud. Almost a happy day. There
were three thousand six hundred and fifty-three days like that in this
stretch. From the first clang of the rail to the last clang of the rail. Three
thousand six hundred and fifty-three days. The three extra days were for
leap years.”422

By accepting and taking pride in suffering, Ivan Denisovich collaborated with the
prison camps and in fact supported the system. The same idea was also expressed by a
Russian soldier in Solzhenisyn’s epic on the First World War who exclaimed: “It’s with
worrying and grieving I know I’m still living.”423

The idea of the acceptance of suffering is also supported by the deeply eschatological
Orthodox religion, which states that the salvation of the individual is directly dependent on
the amount of suffering that individual can bear. The so-called kenotic tradition in
Orthodox Christianity cultivates humiliation, poverty, suffering, sacrifice, and
nonresistance. In monastic practices this kenotic tradition was accomplished by rigorous
fasting and through deliberate self-impoverishment. The emphasis put on the Matthew
gospel (especially Matthew 19) in the Orthodox liturgy speaks for itself: “Но многие, кто
были первыми, станут последними, и многие последние окажутся первыми” [But
many who are first will be last, and many who are last will be first]. The Russian Orthodox
church thus reinforces traditional Russian values and, consequently, promotes the idea of
stoic suffering.424 It is not by accident that the Russian Orthodox Church sees military
service as a sacred duty for each male citizen of Russia. The fact the military organization,
and the Russian Orthodox church became close political, ideological, social and
institutional allies in the post-Soviet period in order to rebuild the Russian State and
Russian Identity, has added to the continuation of the culture of suffering in the armed
forces. Surveys indicate, for instance, that religion is gradually starting to play a more
important role in the barracks as 25% in 1991, and 32 % in 1999 declared themselves to be
believers Of these, 79% are Orthodox, 10% are Muslim, 2% are Buddhist and 2%
Catholics or Protestants.425

Cultural studies have also underlined the presence of the idea of suffering. Catherine
Merridale has noted a testimony about the Soviet population during the blockade of
Leningrad that “The Russian earth was holy. Suffering brought people face to face with
their basic nature, the things that always matter. Pain stripped away the vanity of city life,
reminded the Russian of his soul. Endurance, in the end, was always worth it.”426 Tim
McDaniel who described the Russian idea-and especially how it is contradictory to the idea
of modernization-has noted: “Quite characteristically,…the ‘beautiful error’ may lead to
suffering, but that suffering is redemptive. It is redemptive for the individual, since it will
lead to humiliation and purification. And it will also cleanse society in preparation for
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collective renewal. For only from the depths of societal humiliation and degradation can
resurrection take place. This theme of redemption through suffering is absolute
fundamental to Russian culture, and central to a great many views of Russian
distinctiveness.”427 Finally, two scholars who have conducted empirical research on
Russian cultural distinctiveness may be cited to underscore the idea of suffering. Ksenya
Kasianova, who used Russian proverbs and religious beliefs in order to study Russian
cultural distinctiveness, claims that patience, humility, and suffering are fundamental
characteristics.428 The Canadian sociologist Valerie Zawilski, who studied Russian
nationalism on the basis of Samizdat literature, has concluded that the intelligentsia’s
ability to create and appreciate Russian culture, their clarity about political and social
issues and most of all their capacity to suffer made them culturally distinct and defined the
Russian national identity.429 Conclusively, we can state that the glorification of pain and
suffering in the Russian soldiers’ life is deeply embedded in the Russian national identity.

Conclusions
Orlando Figes in his study of the problem of cruelty during the Russian revolution
identified as a fundamental problem the need to explain pain in Russian society. He has
stated that “It is difficult to say where this barbarism came from–whether it was the culture
of the Russian peasants or in the harsh environment in which they lived….” In fact, the
material environment and the expression of values do not need to be separated. They both
form part of and construct the formal culture of the organization. Both the dreadful, scarce
environment that surrounds military life in Russia and the idea that the soldier must be able
to cope with it in order to become a more effective and really Russian soldier, are
interwoven phenomena, which are mutually reinforcing.

Consequently, the idea of suffering is a primordial Russian military cultural trait that
is embedded in the broader Russian culture. It imposes upon the individual soldier the
moral obligation to suffer and to accept this suffering stoically. The glorification of
suffering has several practical consequences: it set the stage for a high acceptance for
fatalities (in peace time as well as times of war) as well as the presence of a high degree of
violence. Moreover, it can be used as a justification for poor living conditions and a
depressing material environment with many negative social consequences. The acceptance
of suffering also installs the mentality of inaction and may lead to the lack of a sense of
responsibility on the part of the military authorities. Subsequently, it is an anti-modernist
attitude which encourages a disposition of conservatism, bondage and subservience. This
attitude is supported not only by this glorification of suffering trait, but by three other
cultural traits: patriarchy, patrimonialism, and patriotism

1. 2.  Patriarchy or Machismo-Like Bravado

The term patriarchy is usually used with reference to an organization that is male-
dominated. This is, perhaps not immediately reflected in the statistical data on the number
of women serving in the Russian army. Whereas in 1980 about 1.6% of the Soviet armed
forces were women, this figure had hardly increased by 1985, when it was 1.8%. By 1999,
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however, this figure had risen to approximately 10% of the total armed forces.430 (This is
higher than in the Netherlands where the actual proportion of women in 1998 is 7.4%; in
France this figure was 4% in the 1990’s while researchers predict in France a proportion of
women approaching 10% once the AVF is completely operational; and in Belgium the
female cohort represented 7.30% of the armed forces in 1998).431 The difference between
Russia and Western countries is that in the Western countries women can (legally) serve in
almost all, combat and support functions, and are thus almost fully integrated in the armed
forces. In Russia, on the other hand, the majority of women are serving in administrative
and medical functions. Women in the Russian army are, with some exceptions, segregated,
as may be illustrated by the fact that NOT ONCE did any of the hundred soldiers
interviewed mention the presence of women in the barracks. It is almost as though the
120,000 women serving in the armed forces are non-existent.

Russian social research shows that the quality of the female cohort in Russia is
higher than that of the male cohort. Indeed, women are said to have a higher educational
level, are more disciplined, are better organized and more devoted to their work. Yet they
still have to cope with a stubborn macho community and a masculine mentality. Women
serving in the Russian army often become victims of manhandling, assault and battery, or
of more low-level annoyances. (19% of the women serving at the Northern Fleet, for
example, complained of sexual harassment, while 9% of the same group complained of
sexual intimidation by their commanders).432 It is also important to note here that, for
instance, in Belgium, opinions concerning women in the armed forces are rather
conservative and that many female service people have been subject to sexual harassment
in one form or another (ranging from voyeurism to physical violence).433 But a purely
quantitative comparison on the issue of sexual harassment is also tricky here, as levels of
tolerance in both Russia and different western countries are difficult to assess. Thus, while
at first glance and purely quantitatively it may be suggested that the Russian army is
becoming a more feminized institution, in reality the Russian armed forces are still a
bastion of masculinity. It is, for instance, interesting to note that Russian officials are so
open and blatant in expressing their opinions about women in the armed forces. For
example, Chief Military Prosecutor Yuri Demin’s frank statement that women “are
traditionally not very suitable for performing military duties”, would be deemed at the very
least politically incorrect in western countries, and would certainly be considered
unacceptable.434 Moreover, in many propagandistic Russian periodicals, women are
represented in a very feminine way, but are absolutely not integrated in the military
organization. The fact that women in uniform are shown applying their make-up is at least
an un-military representation of women. It not only enforces a certain female stereotype, it
is almost an insult for the female military professional who is practically represented as a
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cheap pin-up. This may be illustrated in the following picture taken from a military
calendar.

Picture 1: Representation of women in the Russian Armed Forces

Military service as a male rite de passage
Military service is from an ethnographical and anthropological point of view seen as a rite
of passage for adolescent males. My use of the idea of rite of passage, draws on the theory
of Arnold Van Gennep and Victor Turner, who stated that the inducement of a critical
change in the life of an individual in one social position to another, or from one life cycle
to another, goes along with a specific ritual. Military service is seen by the political and
military establishment as an important event in the male citizen’s life that will give him the
tools to cope with (male) adult life. Military service, which in ideal terms is to be
performed by the all members of the male population, marks the shift between childhood
and adulthood. Ries has noted in her fieldwork that a general claimed in 1989-1990 that
military service is considered to be “the male university.”435 According to Van Gennep, a
rite of passage follows, in broad terms, three different stages: separation, followed by
transition, and, finally, re-incorporation. Victor Turner called these stages: separation,
liminality, and consummation, respectively. Through military service, soldiers are literally
separated from (female) society. Ellen Jones has noted that: “The conscript tour is
generally the first sustained contact of young men with an all-male environment; and
Soviet officials stress its importance in providing male role models and instilling
masculinity.”436 It is a tradition that Russian draftees have a wild party with friends or in
the family the days just before they enter the armed forces, as though they were celebrating
their last days of freedom and of childhood. When they arrive at the draft point, Baranets
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has lyrically written that ‘the newcomers are escorted to the army, the mouth-organ sounds
happily and the mothers bitterly cry’ as the male youngsters enter their period of isolation
for two years from society. 437  This isolation must be taken quite literally; during the two-
year service not many soldiers can visit home as they are generally posted many thousands
of kilometers from home, and usually lack the time and money to afford the journey.
Conscripts are also only allowed to wear their army uniform, as their civilian clothes are
taken by the military during the first day of service and taken into custody until the last day
of service. The army uniform symbolizes their isolation from society and stigmatizes their
status of neophyte male adult. The transition period or the period of liminality is a tough
encounter with male reality. It is seen as a test which a boy must undergo in order to
become a ‘real man’. It is an intense period with a heightened experience of unity among
the males of the same draft age. The hardship of the experience and the communality with
other neophytes are characteristic for this period. The discipline in the army is a symbolic
presentation of the social values that Russian society cultivates. But there is also place for
the so-called periods of reversion in which ‘anti-structures’ are shown. Contradictory
values are shown from which the neophyte can learn. The violence, dedovshchina and
other anti-social behavior are examples of this technique. Therefore, complaining about the
hardships of military life is not accepted. In 1995, for example, one military recruiter
mocked the draftees, advising them to come out from under their mamas’ skirts and
reproached the mothers for ‘breast feeding their sons’.438 In the last six months of service,
the draftees are prepared to go back to society and because they have endured their service
they are seen as able to cope with male life in Russia. This is symbolized by the stamp the
soldiers receive when they have done their service. This facilitates the possibilities to rent
an apartment and to obtain a job, as many house keepers and patrons ask young men if they
have the military stamp in their passport. Military service, indeed, facilitates life in Russian
society. Back home, a new welcoming party is organized in order to welcome the new man
in the family…a new man is born and accepted back in society. Through the eyes of an
ethnographer, it is clear that pain, hardship, and the difficulties that go with army life have
a symbolic value that makes ‘real men’ out of boys.

Male values are also explicitly expressed through public opinion surveys. One survey
published in 1998 suggests that traditional masculine motivations still dominate among
young conscripts: About 50% of the respondents said that they saw military service as an
opportunity to become stronger and more physically fit. About one-third of the questioned
soldiers said that they joined the military in search for ‘honor in battle’ and in order to
defend their country. More than 40% saw their tour of service as a chance offered by the
armed forces to test themselves in difficult circumstances.439 It is a well known fact that
only a small minority of the draft cohort, namely 18%, is effectively doing its military
service. This situation is according to Colonel V. Laktyshin due to the phenomenon of
“feminized men”.440 This does not stop Denis, an interviewee and abused soldier, from
saying that “Until the time I finally served, I was eager to enter the army. I wanted to enter
and participate in the harsh and male life [surovoi i muzhkoi zhizni].”441 The masculine
mentality also gives way to the notorious and cruel system of dedovshchina, which may be
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seen as an initiation rite. Jennifer Mathers observed that women were never involved in the
system of dedovshchina, which makes it a purely male ritual.442

It is significant to observe that male conscripts who do not adopt a macho attitude-
and do not accept Ries’ characterization of Russian male mischief behavior by, for
example, not participating in drinking excesses, not using coarse language or swearing, not
participating in violent sports or demonstration of physical strength and male prowess-are
especially vulnerable and likely to become the victims of harassment and beating in the
barracks. In other words, it’s not only women that are regarded as un-military, but also
feminine-like men, not to mention homosexually oriented young men. This is an aberration
of patriarchy as we know it; we might tend to think of patriarchy as men physically,
emotionally, socially and culturally dominating women, but here we also have men
dominating men who are ‘women-like’ in their appearance. These misogynistic attitudes
are at the base of Russian military culture in their peer group relations.

Masculinity and Sex
The macho controlled military culture also has a specific sexual connotation. A Russian
soldier is one who, in the standard narrative, is someone who exploits fully his sexual
potential and tries to have as many sexual experiences as possible. Sexuality is reduced to
the pure physical act and has absolutely no romantic connotation, as ideas of love and
tenderness are seen as feminine and worthless for the true soldier. Prostitutes, as symbols
of casual sex, consequently play an important role in macho soldierly tales. Sexuality also
has much to do with power relations as demonstrated by the following story:

“In an evening exercise during the first weeks of basic training, soldiers
were gathered on the parade ground, with bear chest, while it was
freezing cold. The soldiers had a Physical Training exercise that actually
more resembled on a torture session than an exercise to improve the
physical condition of the conscripts. After many sit-ups and push ups,
with which many soldiers were crying out of pain for the physical strain
they had to go through. Suddenly the drunken drill sergeants came up
with two prostitutes they had hired in the city. These girls were paid not
for sexual services, but to watch the sergeants cruel and macho behavior.
The sergeants were demonstrating the power they had over a platoon of
soldiers. They yelled their orders and asked the prostitutes if they liked
their behavior and were constantly trying to demonstrate how weak the
‘sissy soldiers’ were. After a while, the prostitutes were said to sit on
some soldiers back who had already a lot of difficulties to do the
exercises properly. With this the sexual humiliation of the conscript
soldier was complete.”443

Many Russian military practices have sexual connotations that conceal symbols of
power, and are the ultimate outcome of macho-like behavior. This may be illustrated by the
perception of homosexuality in Russian society and the occurrence of homosexual rape in
the barracks. Until 1993 male homosexuality in Russian-Soviet society was a dangerous
illegal act, while female homosexuality was something to be cured, and was certainly not
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seen as dangerous or against the law.444 ‘A violation of masculinity’ in the form of
Muzelozhstvo [sexual intercourse between men] was perceived completely different than
lesbian sexual acts would be. Paradoxically, however, homosexual rape is common in the
military barracks as a tool of ultimate violence, but is also used symbolically to strip a
soldier of his masculine dignity and consequently to make him a total outcast in the
military organization.

Male Mischief and Physical Proneness

Two, more mild examples may show Russian macho culture in a folkloric way. The first is
given by General Lebed’s account of how he had to compete with another officer for ‘the
honor of his airborne regiment’:

“About 0300 the next morning, we finally returned to my brother’s
company. There were only nine people left at the table, no full bottles,
and the jars of caviar were empty. But our return seemed to give the party
a second wind. Reserve bottles were discovered and passed around.
Somehow, we got to arm wrestling. How it started, the devil only knows.
A big, self-assured senior lieutenant sitting across from me said
something about the wimps from the 345th. I’d been serving in that
regiment only a few days, but all the same this pushed my buttons.
Dishes fell off the edge of the table as he and I set about trying to
establish which regiment of the airborne troops actually contained the
most wimps. We appeared evenly matched, but I was considerably more
sober. After two minutes of struggle, the back of his arm hit the table.
“Well, let’s try the left arms.” He did even worse with the left arm: he
was completely played out. Suddenly, he blew an emotional fuse, his
eyes burning with a wild, unthinking flame. I socked him in the jaw,
toppling him across a bed into some armor netting. He lay there,
motionless. “What the hell? How hard did I hit him? He’s not batting an
eyelid. ”Surrounding the bed now, everyone grew quiet. In the ensuing
silence, the gentle snoring of the senior lieutenant could be heard
distinctively. The poor devil had been dead drunk, and it was as if he had
said to himself, “You know, what I’d really like now is a punch in the
jaw,” and I granted his wish.”445

The second example of Russian military macho culture can be seen in a ‘open house’
happening during the UN peacekeeping mission in the Baranja, Croatia, where Russian and
Belgian troops worked together under Belgian command. It was striking to see that Belgian
static demonstration stands were basically showing material such as armored personnel
carriers (APC’s) and other vehicles. There was a large emphasis laid on the technology of
the mechanized infantry battalion. The Russian airborne battalion, however, gave close
combat demonstrations. Soldiers with naked chests were demonstrating how many roof
tiles they could break with one karate chop while screaming dangerous sounding yells.
Other soldiers showed daring jumps through burning rings. The macho soldiering
demonstration stood in sharp contrast to the more technological Belgian stance, and
indicates a different army culture.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, it can be said that Russian patriarchal culture is deeply embedded in Russian
army culture. It is openly present and may be observed in folkloristic but also in a less
harmless behavior. Male prowess tests physical and mental endurance: it is also seen as a
test which must be passed in order to become part of the group and a male citizen of the
Russian Federation. The macho culture is basically anti-intellectual and likes to test the
limits of the system and of its own luck. It is also in a certain way anti-authoritarian when
some commonly accepted behavior is formerly an infraction of formal military law. But
the military authorities prefer good “fighters” to good “soldiers”. In this sense it is closely
related with Ries’ idea of Russian male mischief behavior.446 Moreover, the macho-culture
is physically oriented and extremely homophobic. The army is still seen as the school of
manhood, despite the fact that there are signs of increasing feminization in the Russian
armed forces. The specific and protective male culture is perhaps the reason why the
Soldiers’ Mothers react so furiously against this cultural trait, when they define themselves
as: “Un groupe de femmes dans un monde d’hommes, au milieu de valeurs masculines, de
problèmes masculins, voilà ce que nous sommes.”447 [a group of women in a world of men,
in the middle of masculine values, masculine problems, that’s what we are]

1. 3.  Patrimonialism or ‘Traditional’ Authority

The passivity and the idea of ‘unlimited service’ to the military authorities that is included
in the idea of suffering are also embodied in the third element of Russian formal military
culture. This concept is situated in the realm of organizational authority. Russian soldiers
are generally supposed to obey orders for ‘traditional’ reasons, rather than ‘rational-legal’
reasons.448 In other words, military authority in Russia is more likely to be based on
authoritative ‘domination’, rather than ‘manipulation’ techniques, such as explanation,
expertise and group consensus.449  Weber called a system in which traditional authority is
dominant a ‘patrimonial system’, which, when the absolute authority is maximized is
called a system of ‘Sultanism’.450 Subsequently, there are more opportunities for arbitrary
and authoritarian-like violations occurring in Russian barracks than in Western military
barracks.

Anthony Beevor described Soviet discipline in times of war, especially during the
battle of Stalingrad, as ruthless. There was no place for sentimentality in the Soviet armed
forces during the Battle of Stalingrad, for example, where the number of direct executions
of Russian soldiers by the authorities was 13,500. Soviet soldiers were also seen as traitors
if they failed to shoot a comrade attempting to desert or to capitulate.451 In this period of
crisis, the exercise of authority could easily be labeled as Sultanism. What is interesting is
that the soldiers themselves could decide whether to kill a comrade if they thought he was
a deserter. In this way soldiers were entitled to exercise authority over their fellow soldiers.

                                                
446 Nancy Ries, Op. Cit.,1997, pp. 65-82.
447 Valentina Melnikova and Anna Lebedev, Les Petits Soldats le Combat des mères russes, [Small Soldiers:
the combat of the Russian mothers] Paris: Bayard, 2001, p. 72.
448 Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organizations, New York: The Free Press, 1947, pp.
328-329
449 Morris Janowitz, The Professional Soldier, New York: The Free Press, 1971 (second edition), pp. xvii-
xxiv.
450 Max Weber, Op .Cit., 1947, p.347.
451 Anthony Beevor, Stalingrad, Amsterdam: Balans, 1999, p. 181.
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In fact, this amounts to tolerating the existence of a parallel system of authority, among
soldiers. This is, eventually in a milder form, still the case in the Russian barracks in the
1990’s. In an interview Andrey has said: “During the first week it was clear that not only
the officers decided what we should do, but also all those conscripts who were older than
we [this is: who served longer]. Even a soldier who served two or three months longer than
me could order me to do what he wanted.”452 This parallel system of authority, also based
on traditional authority, gives way to the so-called system of dedovshchina, which will be
explained in the next chapter. For now it is clear that traditional authority with the inherent
abuses, exposed in several parallel systems of control, is predominant in the Russian
barracks. Violence is again abundant as the following scene recounted by Aleksei may
suggest:

“When only I and my friend arrived in the military unit, I understood
immediately what kind of sinister relationship existed among the
soldiers. Military comradeship doesn’t exist. Comradeship in the army is
seen, when you drink, when you behave brutally and when you beat a
duchy [literally: a ghost, the nickname of soldiers who serve during the
first six months of their conscript service]. My friend, with who I entered
in the military unit, became the focus of anger of them [the elder
soldiers] and they began to beat him from the first day on. They were
with seven or eight who beat him with their fists and kicked him with
their feet. There was a lot of blood on the floor and on the walls.
Bystanders yelled and gave directions how and where to beat him.
Officers heard the scenery, but did not interfere. The beating continued
until my friend did not move anymore. The next day he was brought to
the hospital where he was treated for a ruptured liver...Officers, in
general, stay out of this kind of situations until the moment they are
confronted with a situation from which they can not retreat anymore. In
fact, they are happy about the fact that soldiers’ beat each other as they
installed order and discipline among each other.”453

In his autobiography, General Lebed has described his authority with the troops in
the following situation:

“So far, my troops thought I was a ‘softy’; But on the fifth day of my
regime, I ran across a group of wise guys who had gone up to another
soldier and said: “Can you do a cartwheel?” “No.” “But the battalion
commander says you have to! We’ll teach you.” They grabbed him,
strapped him to a horizontal bar, attached his feet to a field telephone and
turned the crank, shooting an electric shock that sent him flying to the
ceiling. When I confronted the leader-‘was this your bright idea?’-he
answered me like any normal soldier would answer any normal battalion
commander: ’Sir, no, sir!’ I let him have it on the jaw. He went out cold,
sliding across the floor into a corner. Then I went after the others. His
‘deputy’ fell across him. Nine more went down on top, along, or beside
him. Only one proved tough. I had to hit him twice.”

                                                
452 Interview with Andrey 3 conducted on May 25, 1998 in St.-Petersburg (Interview Nr. 29).
453 Declaration filled in  by Aleksei 3 on March 26, 1998 in St.-Petersburg (Declaration Nr. 19).
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Lebed’s story shows three things: firstly, violence is predominant in power relations;
secondly, Lebed tells his story with male exaggeration by showing off his boxing
capacities; and thirdly, his behavior is arbitrary and authoritarian-like. His behavior
demonstrates the accumulation of the three cultural traits so far explained and
demonstrated.

1. 4.  Patriotism or the Love for the Rodina

Russian formal military culture is closely related to the idea of the Russian motherland,
and the military consider themselves as the motherland’s ultimate defender. In Russia, the
motherland is a rather complex concept that has several connotations: firstly, it is related
with ‘the state’ stricto senso [Gosudarstvo]; secondly, it has a geographical connotation
when it is related to the Russian soil, with territory and the whole concept of borders
[Zemlia]; finally, it has an almost semi-religious connotation where Russia is seen as an
abstract idea that provides shelter and comfort, or as Ries has said ‘the timeless, long-
suffering motherland [Rodina]. Not by accident the word narod has the same root and
refers to the (Russian) people that belong to the rodina. It is almost a messianic term that in
its most extreme form breathes the ‘Blut und Boden’ philosophy of extreme nationalism
and even fascism. Narod and rodina are such strong Russian metaphors, that they have real
mobilization power, while they implicitly and explicitly contain the feeling of superiority.
This feeling of superiority is perfectly illustrated by the nationalistic writer Solzhenitsyn
when he compares the Western countries with the values of the Russian narod. It is also
clear that suffering is seen by the jubilated author as a source of strength and not as a
dreadful tragic phenomenon.

“…But should someone ask me whether I would indicate the West such
as it is today as a model to my country, frankly I would have to answer
negatively. No, I could not recommend your society in its present state as
an ideal for the transformation of ours. Through intense suffering our
country has now achieved a spiritual development of such intensity that
the Western system in its present state of spiritual exhaustion does not
look attractive. …A fact which cannot be disputed is the weakening of
human beings in the West while in the East they are becoming firmer and
stronger. Six decades for our people and three decades for the people of
Eastern Europe; during that time we have been through a spiritual
training far in advance of Western experience. Life's complexity and
mortal weight have produced stronger, deeper and more interesting
characters than those produced by standardized Western well-being.
Therefore if our society were to be transformed into yours, it would mean
an improvement in certain aspects, but also a change for the worse on
some particularly significant scores. It is true, no doubt, that a society
cannot remain in an abyss of lawlessness, as is the case in our country.
But it is also demeaning for it to elect such mechanical legalistic
smoothness as you have. After the suffering of decades of violence and
oppression, the human soul longs for things higher, warmer and purer
than those offered by today's mass living habits, introduced by the
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revolting invasion of publicity, by TV stupor and by intolerable
music.”454

The Russian armed forces also cultivate the semi-mythical, semi-mysterious idea of
the Russian Motherland as exemplified by General-Colonel V. Mironov’s statement in
Voennaia Mysl’:

“The essence of a serviceman’s social service can be expressed most
accurately via the defense of such values, as the citizen and patriot, land,
people, the Fatherland, the Motherland, freedom and honor. Spiritualized
by these values, military service will acquire durable motivation.”

All the concepts cited by General Mironov can be rounded up in the spiritual concept
of patriotism. This concept has several practical consequences for the military. It urges
soldiers to commit themselves to their duty and it installs a cult of service; it results in the
deep rooted military concern for the capacity of mobilization; and it explains the extreme
sensitivity associated with the issue of borders.

Duty and Mobilization

Military service is considered as a duty and as an expression of the love a soldier has for
his Motherland. This was expressed by Marshal Zhukov who said to General Eisenhower
in Berlin in 1945: “You [in America] tell a person he can do as he pleases, he can act as he
pleases, he can do anything. But we Russians tell him that he must sacrifice for the
State.”455 General Shamanov phrased it differently during the second Chechen War where
he was asked the question: “Do you today feel that our State Russia has treated you
badly?” His answer was: “Not in the slightest. I’m aware that my country is in a bad way
today. Now is not the time to rake over the past; and I feel an enormous urge to make a
contribution, so that people don’t talk badly of my Motherland.”456 Carey Schofield has
tried to explain to the western reader in 1991 about Russian patriotism that:

“…there is, among the ordinary Russian people, a simple patriotism that
hardly exists any more in the West. …Despite all the difficulties the
soldiers face, I believe that many of them, too, take pride in serving their
motherland. It is extremely hard for many Westerners to appreciate this,
but it seems to me that this feeling exists very strongly. It was
demonstrated by a silly conscript who cheerfully admitted to disliking
army life and having committed almost every crime in the book, but who
took offense when I implied that he was a bad soldier. He insisted that he
was just bad at keeping the rules. …I should emphasize now that if you
cannot admit the possibility of old-fashioned patriotism you will not, in
the end, understand the Soviet army.”457

                                                
454 Text of Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s speech on June 8, 1978 at the University of Harvard.
(http://www.columbia.edu/cu/augustine/arch/solzhenitsyn/harvard1978.html )
455 Ibid. p.6.
456 Anna Politkovskaya, A Dirty War, London: The Harvill Press, 2001, p. 187.
457 Carey Schofield, Inside the Soviet Military, New York: Abbeville Press, 1991, p. 25. Remark also that the
soldiers’ story Schofield has given in this citation is also a perfect example of mischievous, macho-bravado
behavior, cultivated in Russian formal culture.
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The issue of patriotism and the related idea of duty were also reflected in many
interviews I conducted with soldiers and parents of soldiers. Aleksei, for instance, began
his interview with saying “Until the time I entered the army, I was convinced that the
defense of the Fatherland (Otechestva) was a duty for all.”458 Many parents I spoke to have
the same opinion. They view serving in the army as a duty from witch no escape is
possible. Besides the fatalistic undertone, there is also a true belief in the notion of service
for one’s country. During the interviews, however, the sense of duty and the obligation to
serve were also questioned, when the same people were confronted with the way the
Russian army treated the conscripts in everyday life. It was surprising how many
youngsters showed their disappointment in the military institute as soon as the myth of
patriotism was shattered by every day reality. In a limited survey I conducted among
visitors of the soldiers’ Mothers Organization in St.-Petersburg I asked the open question
of why the visitors were against conscription.459 There was a lot of anger to observe in
what people wrote, but never were the reasons for the existence of the army called into
question. People were outraged by the way the army was abusing its soldiers, but in fact
were not attacking the institution and the reasons why it existed. When Elena, a mother of
a beaten conscripted soldier, was asked if she would sent her son to the military if she
knew that he would be well treated, she said without hesitation, ‘Yes, serving in order to
defend the Motherland is an honor and a duty!”460 In this sense, the crisis of conscription
has not so much to do with the undermining of traditional arguments for the draft (such as
the new imperative not to lose time that could be devoted to earning money) or with the
questioning of the institution itself (pacifism). It has more to do with the way the soldiers
are treated. The crisis of the draft is therefore based on a completely different logic than
the crisis of the draft that was witnessed in the West. This is the reason why the Russian
population has such a high trust in the military institution, while at the same time nobody
wants to serve in it. Indeed, the Russian army is broadly speaking, the institution with the
highest trust index, after the Russian Orthodox Church. The two most traditional
institutions in Russian society, which embody the Russian culture as we explain it here, are
also the most trusted among the Russian public. This may be the expression of a rather
traditional view on state and society from the Russian public. The Russian conscript,
however, is also a rational actor, and chooses not to serve when he knows what kind of
situation he will be confronted with. This can explain why the army, despite the fact that it
is fairly highly trusted, is not able to recruit soldiers. The crisis situation is dramatic as the
army currently succeeds in recruiting only 15 to18 % of the cohort that is supposed to
fulfill its military service. This means that 85 to 82% of the cohort find legal and illegal
ways to escape military service.461 This is exactly what is expressed in a recent book
published by the Soldiers’ Mothers:

“On croise encore des familles, qui parlent du devoir de citoyen, de
l’obligation pour chacun de défendre sa patrie. Au comité, nous avons
élaboré un antidote infaillible à ce patriotisme effréné. Nous demandons
aux mères, aux grand-méres, aux pères de venir passer quelque heures au
Comité, d’assister à l’accueil des soldats fugitifs, des soldats revenus de
Tchétchénie, de parents de soldats disparus…En général, une journée

                                                
458 Interview with Aleksei 2 conducted on March, 31 1998 in St.-Petersburg (Interview Nr.17).
459 This survey was conducted in February 1999 in St.-Petersburg where 50 persons were asked to fill in the
questionnaire of four open questions.
460 Interview with Elena conducted on May, 22 1998 in St.-Petersburg (Interview Nr. 17). Elena was the
mother of Sacha 3 who has participated with the interview of her son.
461 Data based on the recruitment effort in the Leningrad Military district from 1992-1999, but can be
extrapolated to the whole country where the same data exist.
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suffit pour qu’ils révisent leur position; deux pour les plus coriaces.” 462

[We still meet families who talk about the duty of the citizen, about the
obligation for everybody to defend the country. In the Committee we
have worked out a never failing countermeasure against this patriotism.
We ask the mothers, grandmothers, fathers to visit the Committee during
some hours. To assist the soldiers’ fugitives, the soldiers coming back
from Chechnya, the parents who lost their son…Generally, one single
day is enough in order to make them change their opinion, two days for
the more stubborn among them.]

The Soldiers’ Mothers Committee again is very critical towards Russian patriotism
and consequently plays a modernizing role vis-à-vis the traditional patriotic character of
Russian military culture.

Closely related with the idea of patriotism, duty and service is the notion that all men
must be ready to be mobilized. In a conversation with an officer it was said that in case of
war, everybody must be ready to fight. Every single man, student, worker, literate or
illiterate must take up weapons, as if in the 1990’s Russian society was threatened by
invasion as it was in the second and fourth decade of the twentieth century. It is very
strange to hear such assertions in a period when the idea of total war is not seen as a first
priority in the Russian strategic document. Notwithstanding this, mobilization is still very
much a living idea. In the interviews, too, many soldiers stated that they would be ready to
take up weapons in the event of an attack of the Motherland. Although there is always a
real difference between what people say they would do and what they actually do, it is
startling to see how many young men are still thinking in terms of mobilization and
defending the country against external threats.

1. 5.  Assessment of Russian formal military culture

What can be learned from this analysis of the formal military culture that is based on
Pain, Patriarchy, Patrimonialism and Patriotism? Firstly, it is clear that these comprise a
very traditional set of values, which have roots in the long history of the Imperial and
Soviet past. They are thus a long-term, stable set of values and ideas. They form the
ideological glue that binds the soldiers together and makes them function in the
organization. Moreover, the formal military culture, by the nature of its characteristics, is
hostile towards alien (external) influences. The modernizing force coming from the
Soldiers’ Mothers Committees, for instance, has been shown to represent a challenge to the
four pillars of formal military culture. The Soldiers’ Mothers, and other similar
organizations, ask for respect for human life and demand decent living conditions. They
are calling for respect for so-called ‘feminine values’ in society, and reacting against
authoritarian authority. Finally, they do not support Russian patriotism that does not
coincide with respect for its citizens. Russian formal military culture, however, is stubborn
in its resistance to external influences. It may even become reactionary and therefore more
conservative to resist alien influences. It is only under constant and external long-term
pressure that the formal military culture may gradually change.

The Russian army culture belongs, compared with the Western military culture,
expressed in the institutional-occupational model, to a different time frame. It is clear that

                                                
462 Valentina Melnikova and Anna Lebedev, Op. Cit., 2001, p. 88.
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according to the institutional-occupational dichotomy the Russian formal military values
are biased towards the institutional side. Indeed, the described military culture stresses, for
instance, normative values that legitimize military service; the idea of rank and seniority
that dominate soldiers-officers and even soldiers-soldiers relations; and the notion of
service. Subsequently, Russian formal military culture fits better the mentality of the mass
army model than the post-modern military organization. We can also reach the same
conclusion on the grounds of comparison with Hofstede’s model. The Russian formal
military culture is clearly a job oriented organization in which the personal welfare of the
individual is subordinated to the institutional needs. The identity and the behavior of the
soldier are solely determined by organizational norms. The fact that the civilian status and
background of the soldier becomes irrelevant in the barracks makes of the formal military
culture a parochial culture. The formal military culture is definitely a closed system, as
newcomers have to adapt to the culture. Not accepting this culture may have serious
consequences. The phenomenon of peace time deaths is linked with recruits’ refusal to
adapt to military customs and traditions, and desertion is ultimately a protest against these.
Finally the military culture is normative as esteem, loyalty and honesty are maintained in
a strong group ethic. In conclusion, we can say that the formal military culture is an
extremely traditional culture that supports the idea and the structures of the mass army.
Conclusively, we might say that the Russian military culture is a physical and an explicit
culture that stands closer to the bare reality of combat. Moreover, it is a more no-nonsense
straightforward military culture. The Russian soldier is in its ideal representation a very
physical soldier with its orientation to the past that approximates perhaps best the broad
cultural label of the peasant soldier or the muzhik-voennik.

Finally, there are also other remarks to be made regarding the difficulties involved in
bringing about fundamental change in a reigning and deeply socialized formal military
culture. We have already suggested that the Russian formal military culture is embedded in
broader Russian culture. More strongly put, Russian military culture is more explicit in its
Russianess than Russian culture in general. The Russian military organization in its daily
life and its ideology enlarges aspects of Russian culture in general. It becomes almost a
caricature of Russian life in general. The fact that Russian military culture is embedded in
broader Russian culture impacts on the reform endeavor. Military reform or organizational
change will take time and is not solely a military problem. Moreover, when an alien army
model is held up as the example to be followed, as the post-modern All-Volunteer Force
clearly is, it should be obvious that this will cause problems in the implementation of this
reform.  The imitation of Western models does not work easily in a hostile cultural
environment. The danger for chaos is real, as we described in the first part when we
discussed an organizational development that is a development ‘out of control’. Another
element is the problem of dedovshchina. It is clear that the software for this
institutionalized practice is available in the formal military culture as described above. Not
only do pain, patriarchy, patrimonialism and patriotism provide a welcoming and fertile
environment for the practice of dedovshchina, Russian formal culture also encourages it. In
the next chapter, which will treat the problem of informal military culture, and in which the
Russian soldiers’ subculture will be described and explained, it will be shown that besides
the ideas, there are also structures that support the institution of dedovshchina. This all
make the problem of bullying and harassing fellow soldiers a very difficult thing to change
or to abolish. This is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 2.  Russian Informal Military Culture: Soldiers’
Life in the barracks

It would be a mistake to explain organizational behavior solely on the basis of ideational
factors, that is, in terms of officially proclaimed and worshipped values, symbols, and
rituals. Although these factors are illuminating and essential aspects of the organizational
fabric, their analysis must be complemented with an examination of the structural
aspects. Organizational structures co-influence people’s behavior and organizational
culture to a large extent. In fact, this assertion is an application of Crozier and Friedberg’s
basic axiom, explained in Part I, that human behavior is the result of the impact of both
‘actors and systems’. This means that we need to consider both free, active human choices
and more deterministic, passive structural influences. Therefore, in this chapter we will
focus on the impact of structural elements on the soldiers’ culture.

Likewise, it would be an illusion to think that formal military culture explains all
aspects of organizational behavior. In reality, the formal military culture is only able to
explain the proverbial tip of the iceberg of organizational life. Reducing the military
culture to the officially asserted culture would mean that the most fundamental and
profound, the most noteworthy aspects of organizational life are ignored. Without studying
the informal aspects of the Russian military culture-or the so-called subculture of
Russian soldiers-the Russian military organization would be only superficially
understood. It is almost certain that the informal culture will (partly) contradict the picture
we have drawn of the formal organizational culture. In this sense, military culture contains
internally contradictory values, rituals and symbols. Even the informal soldiers’ heroes, the
so-called ‘grand fathers’ [dedy], differ dramatically from the official presentation of the
soldier-hero. However, by making room for incoherence and internal contradictions, our
overview becomes more realistic and genuine. It underscores our idea that military culture
is NOT composed of a static, coherent set of values and symbols but is rather a dynamic
process where imposed values of the establishment are constantly challenged and
countered by ‘the lower ranks’. It is this conflicting process that colors daily life in the
barracks and shapes the ‘real’ military culture.

In conclusion, in this chapter we will add to the ideational, formal soldiers’ culture of
the Russian army, some structural elements which engender and maintain a specific
subculture within this organization. The structural elements of the Russian military
organization will be explained, based on the theory of ‘total institutions’ proposed by the
Canadian sociologist Erving Goffman and supplemented by what is called the system of
patronage.

Total Institutions and Patronage: Hosting Structures for the Soldiers’
Informal Culture

In the 1950’s, Erving Goffman introduced the idea of total institutions, by which he meant:
“place[s] of residence and work where a large number of like-situated individuals, cut from
the wider society for an appreciable period of time, together lead an enclosed, formally
administered round of life.”463 Goffman used the term to refer not only to the more obvious
examples such as concentration camps, prisons, military barracks, and convents, but also to
such institutions as TB sanitaria, mental hospitals, ships, and so on. In addition to the
                                                
463 Erving Goffman, Asylums, Essays of the Social Situation of Mental Patients and Other Inmates, New
York: Doubleday, 1961, p. xiii.
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physical exclusion of the residents of total institutions from the outside world (as
symbolized by material fences such as barbed wire, walls, etc.), Goffman observed also a
breakdown of barriers that separate the normal spheres of the life of a ‘free citizen in the
external world’. All aspects of life are conducted in the same place and under the same
single authority; all daily activities of the inmates are carried out in the immediate
company of other inmates; and all activities are tightly scheduled. This schedule is
imposed from above by a system of explicit formal rules and a body of officials. This
schedule is also the result of a single rational plan that is designed to fulfill the official
aims of the institution.

This organizational reality results in a basic split between the large group of inmates
(the managed group) and the small supervisory staff (the managing group). This split is
traditionally translated in the military context into the difference between the categories of
officers and enlisted men. As in the armed forces the managing group, tend to feel superior
and righteous, while the inmates tend to feel inferior, weak, blameworthy and guilty. Such
totally structured institutions give rise not only to a particular work ethos, but also to a
distorted self-image among inmates, and a drastically changed meaningful domestic
existence. In his study Goffman particularly focuses on the inmates’ world, with a view to
identify what strategies the inmates try to build in order to survive the institution that has
been imposed on them. This enables Goffman to explain the rationality of the inmates’
behavior-behavior that the external observer might otherwise view as abnormal, sometimes
violent and most of the time contradictory to the goals of the organization. In other words,
Goffman draws our attention to the perverse effects created by total institutions.

Goffman’s reconstruction of the inmate’s world accentuated two particular
phenomena that are used by the staff to manage the daily activity of a large number of
persons in a restricted space with minimal expenditure of resources. These two methods of
power exertion comprise the so-called method of ‘mortification’, on the one hand, and the
creation of a system of privileges, on the other. Goffman identified a process of
‘mortification’, especially characteristic of the period of recruitment. During this process
the ‘self’, the private life of the inmate, is intentionally and unintentionally deconstructed
and eventually destroyed. Several techniques are used, including humiliation and
degradation (swearing at inmates, forcing them to swear, uncomfortable and ill-fitting
uniforms, and shaving their heads,…); isolation (depriving inmates of the right to leave the
compound); exigency of complete obedience (applying rules to the point of absurdity);
‘contaminative exposures’, that is, the complete deprivation of privacy (discussing
personal files in public, extracting public confessions of ‘bad’ behavior,…); and
‘interpersonal contamination’, that is, forcing interpersonal contact upon the individual (via
shared toilets, shower facilities and dining rooms).  In some extreme forms, physical abuse
is used in order to mortify the self. Constant surveillance and reduction of the adult
inmate’s autonomy to that of a child engenders chronic feelings of uneasiness,
nervousness, and anxiety in the individual. The sense of personal inefficiency produced by
organizational regimentation results in a situation of tyrannization. This feeling can be
labeled, using the terminology of Emiele Durkheim, as a state of ‘anomie’.

Besides the distortion of the inmate’s personal self, the staff of the total institution
also uses a more common method to obtain obedience, namely the application of a system
of rewards and punishments. Generally speaking, there is nothing special about this
behaviorist method of rewarding acceptable or desired behavior and punishing
unacceptable behavior in order to discipline inmates. Nevertheless, in the context of total
institutions, the system of rewards in particular receives a specific unintentional function.
Rewards result in co-operativeness from persons who often have cause to be unco-
operative. In a world in which freedom is totally or at least gravely deprived, rewards give
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the inmates a framework for personal reorganization. Through rewards, how minimal they
may be, the inmates are given the possibility to regain some personal autonomy and
increase the impact they may have on their own life. It is this possibility to reassemble the
self that makes the rewards so (symbolically) important. The system of rewards results in a
system of privileges, which form, according to Goffman, the most important feature of the
inmate culture. The system of privileges constructs a world of its own in which a specific
communication system or ‘institute lingo’ develops. In addition, the system provokes
activities which Goffman catalogues as ‘messing up’. Messing up is a complex system of
engaging in forbidden activities which give the leading inmates an informal status within
the group. There are also ‘secondary adjustments’ in which informal systems of control are
installed among inmates, thus necessitating a specific social typing.

This whole internal world among inmates has, according to the logic of total
institution, one single function namely, to attempt to rebuild the autonomy of the
individual self. It represents an awkward cry for freedom from the inmates, based on the
minimal resources they have at their disposal. In this way the inmate counter-reacts to the
staff’s destruction of the inmate’s individual autonomy, and attempts to re-build this
autonomy. The conflict between the staff and the inmates is thus basically focused on the
autonomy of the self. This observation can lead to rather optimistic assumptions regarding
the human quest for freedom and resistance to oppression. As Giddens has noted:

“…in Goffman’s portrayal of total institutions individuals do not appear
for the most part as broken beings. On the contrary, they find a
multiplicity of ways recovering their integrity, of creating personal
territories of their own and of combining together to resist the
impositions to which they are subject. There are all sorts of ways in
which through their wit or cunning inmates establish counteractive
modes of interaction which ‘breed and start to infest the
establishment’.”464

Goffman, however, is more reserved on this matter. He acknowledges that there is a
certain fraternization among inmates in which mutual support and a set of counter-mores is
installed. It is also true that, in this process, the staff of the organization is totally rejected
in a sort of protest against the regime that has been imposed on the inmates. However,
Goffman warns that the solidarizing tendencies should not be confused with a high group
morale and solidarity. It is a functional, calculated and rather negative solidarity, necessary
to survive in a world of anomie that is characteristic for total institutions. In other words,
Goffman refers here indirectly to the rational actors’ paradigm and strips group solidarity
from its moral connotation. The world of the Russian soldier will be used below to
illustrate how negatively violent and murderous, but effective such fraternization
tendencies may be.

Besides the informal world that tends to be created in the struggle for the autonomy of the
self, another practice can be highlighted that has an important impact on the inmate’s
world. This is the system of patronage that is studied by anthropologists as Eric Wolf and
Sharon Kettering.465 Patronage refers to a rather stable personal relationship between
unequals between leaders and their followers, ‘patrons’ and ‘clients’. The stability of the
relationship is based on the exchange of power and the mutual benefit of the two partners.
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465 Eric Wolf, Pathways of Power, Building an Anthropology of the Modern World, Berkeley: University of
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Clients offer the patrons support and deference by providing services and through gestures
of submission and the language of respect. The patrons, in their turn, mainly provide
protection. It is clear that in the inmate’s world of the total institution patronage networks
are easily installed. Newcomers need guidance and protection in the strange world of the
total institution. They can receive this protection when they follow the rules of the elderly
inmates. In this way, the fraternization process among inmates that was observed by
Goffman in total institutions may be explained through the system of patronage.

The system of patronage makes a positive contribution to group integration and
group solidarity, notwithstanding the high price that has to be paid for this forced
solidarity.  Indeed, patronage breeds conflict, corruption and behavior that deviates from
the formal duties of a public role. Both insights, the informal culture of the inmates in total
institutions and the system of patronage leave us with two paradoxes: firstly, both systems
breed both stability and conflict, and secondly, group solidarity is in both systems based on
rational egotistical behavior. These two counter-intuitive observations of how egotism
breeds solidarity and violence breeds stability will be illustrated and explained by the
Russian soldiers’ informal culture.

The organizational nature of the Russian armed forces can be seen as prototypical for a
total institution. Below, we will demonstrate this statement based on some critical aspects
of total institutions, as well as, contextualizing the Russian army as a total institution in the
broader Soviet-Russian society. We will then show the effects of the total institution on the
soldiers’ culture. Aspects of the patronage system linked with the total institution will also
be revealed in this overview. In this way the soldiers’ informal culture can be compared
with the structures and cultures of the post-modern army.

2. 1.  The Russian Armed Forces as a Total Institution

The Russian armed forces conform to one of the most basic criteria of total institutions
insofar as it contains a large group of conscripted soldiers who reside and work in the
barracks. The soldiers’ life is located exclusively within or nearby the barracks. Their lives
are cut off from the wider society for at least two years. They are lead communally in an
enclosed and formally administered round of life. We will demonstrate these aspects of
Russian military life based on observations regarding the closed nature of the Russian
military barracks; the nature of the group of soldiers that populated the barracks in the
1990’s; and the specific methods of organizing the officer corps in Russian military
practice. Translated into Goffman’s terminology, we will touch upon aspects of the
encompassing tendencies of the Russian military institution, the interpersonal
contamination in the barracks, and the basic split between the inmates and the
supervisory staff.

Closedness and Secrecy Dictate the Encompassing Tendencies of the
Russian Military Institution.

The Russian military barracks are hermetically closed compounds. Communication
between the internal and the external world is difficult and, perhaps more importantly,
slow. The Russian soldier mainly communicates with the home front by mail. Sometimes,
as Andrei witnessed, their letters are checked by staff to ensure that they do not contain
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state or military ‘secrets’.466  Phone calls are for technical and financial reasons less
common than the traditional letters, whereas mobile phones and internet communication
are, as far as my interviewees were concerned, non-existent. From time to time an (illegal)
amateur videotape is smuggled out of the barracks that shows some aspects of the internal
life of the soldier. For parents as well as for the soldiers, visits are difficult to organize.
This is dictated by the geographical vastness of Russia as well as by the economic
hardships experienced by many Russian families. Besides these rare family contacts,
soldiers are only on exceptional occasions exposed to non-military persons.  Journalists,
for instance, are in principle not allowed into the compounds. In the cases where they are
granted access, this is usually either because the commanding officer was simply
overwhelmed or taken by surprise, or because the visit has been orchestrated in the best
Potemkin tradition to create a positive impression. Almost all journalistic reports on the
Russian soldiers’ question are made outside the barracks and based on interviews
conducted with soldiers, who are no longer serving, such as, deserters, demobilized
soldiers, soldiers in hospitals, etc. It is also difficult for other visitors to gain access to the
barracks, and when they do their visits are tightly controlled. Even members of the Russian
Duma, for instance, told me that it was difficult for them to gain entrance to military
barracks where conscripts are actively serving.467 Military attachés based in Moscow
witnessed the same trend. The Polish and Belgian military attachés complained that,
despite the fact that twice a year they were invited to visit soldiers’ rooms and see soldiers’
life, it was clear to them that these rooms were not actually used by soldiers. They were
simply ‘Potemkin rooms’.468

For the conscripted soldier, there is no legal escape from the military authorities even
when the soldiers have, at least after basic training, the right to go out of the compound. In
order to leave the compound, a soldier has to request official permission. The right to leave
the compound is seen as a favor or privilege. Kesha complained of this restriction that

“to get permission for a nightly sortie, I had to inscribe myself on a list,
which had to be approved at four different levels. When finally the sortie
is approved, I receive an officially stamped ticket which gives me the
right to be out of the barracks. The approval of such a sortie depends
largely on the personality of the commanding officer, which made the
system completely arbitrary. The power of the company commander is
enormous and he is being seen as a ‘godfather’ of the Company.”469

Furthermore, Kesha knows that when he does leave the barracks, the surveillance is not
over. In St.-Petersburg, the city where Kesha is serving, he is constantly checked by
military patrols. These patrols are often seconded by military cadets, who maintain a high
presence on the city’s streets. Kesha’s testimony shows firstly that the soldiers’ movement
in and out of the barracks are bureaucratically and closely surveyed, and that this
surveillance extends beyond the borders of the barracks themselves. Secondly, the policy
governing soldiers’ right to leave the barracks is highly arbitrary, and thus extremely
difficult for the soldiers to negotiate. This last element in particular shows the (intended or
unintended) strategy of the commanding officer to create a permanent feeling of anxiety

                                                
466 Interview with Andrei conducted on May 23, 1998 in St.-Petersburg (Interview Nr. 23).
467 Conversation with Alexei G. Arbatov, the specialist of defense matters of the liberal Jabloka party, in
Moscow on May 18, 1999.
468 Conversation with the Polish and Belgian military attachés on May 14, 1998.
469 Interview with Kesha 3 conducted in St.-Petersburg on March 29, 1999 (Interview Nr. 14).
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among the soldiers. According to Goffman, this is a tactic to make the soldiers obedient
subjects.

In the Russian military, control over the behavior of soldiers is rationalized and
justified primarily by the idea of military secrets. The culture of the military secret is
rampant. This culture has an immense impact on the behavior and the customs of the
military. It gives the military authorities the possibility to threaten the soldiers with severe
punishments should they reveal ‘military secrets’. It is clear that this culture of secrecy
lends itself easily to arbitrariness. The impact of the culture of secrecy became evident
during the interviews I conducted where many soldiers were very reluctant to speak about
their daily life, because they feared repercussions for revealing state secrets. Contradictory
to this observation, it was also telling to see how some young men engaged in what
Goffman called ‘messing up’. Soldiers and officers were showing documents and were
talking extensively about their military service, to the point that the interviewer had to
warn them that this was against (Western) rules of military conduct. The soldiers were in
fact aware of this but chose freely and consciously to ‘mess up’. In this way, the
hermetically surveyed and closed basket of the Russian barracks was leaking everywhere.
Apparently, a policy of total secrecy is impossible to maintain and engenders counter
mores. When everything is declared secret, a distinction is no longer drawn between real
confidential military information and banal trivial facts. As a result, the risk that
confidential information will be revealed becomes more plausible. Here we have another
example of the perverse effects in Goffman’s contradictory world of total institutions. The
culture of secrecy, when used as a strategy to keep the system completely closed and the
soldiers under total control may result in its opposite. As Goffman pointed out, such
systems are not only morally reprehensible, but ultimately inefficient.

Excessive surveillance and control, the culture of secrecy, closedness, arbitrary
behavior of the staff, anxiety among soldiers, etc. all seem to be taken directly from
Goffman’s textbook of total institutions. At the start of the twenty-first century the Russian
army remains a closed, total institution.

The Most Unfortunate and Unlucky of Society in the Barracks and their
Effect on ‘Interpersonal Contamination’.

We have seen in Part I and Part II that the Russian military is an ‘out-of-control’
organization and that the political decisions on recruitment of soldiers-on the question who
does or does not have to serve-resulted in an inextricable recruitment system. The resulting
crisis of the recruitment system had a clear impact on the quantity and the quality of the
incoming recruits. This can be shown on the basis of various statistics published
throughout the 1990’s by different bodies.

It is common knowledge that the recruiters of the Russian armed forces have been
experiencing severe problems in meeting the quantitative norms set by the recruitment
policy. During the 1990’s only 15 to 18% of the actual age cohort was effectively doing its
service. The remaining 85 to 82% of the age cohort enjoyed the legal right to postpone or
to be exempted from military service. For this large majority medical, family and
educational reasons were used to avoid military service. The unpredictable reign of
President Yeltsin, however, also had a direct hand in exacerbating the recruitment problem
as his unexpected and impulsively signed ukase exempted many more youngsters from
military service.470

                                                
470 See for example: Vladimir zolotarev, Voennaia bezopasnost otechestva, Moskva: Kanon Press, 1998, pp.
361-416.
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It should come as no surprise that this situation has had an impact on the qualitative
composition of the soldiers’ cohort in the barracks. In 1996, for instance, 48% of the
recruits came from a blue-collar worker background and 18% from a peasant background.
This tendency gave rise to sarcastic mutterings within the army that in the 1990’s finally
the Russian army was finally approaching its communist ideal by becoming an ‘army of
workers and peasants’ (‘rabotche-krestiansko’).471 What is clear is that the social
composition of the group of the enlisted is skewed towards the lower classes of society.
Historically, this particular composition of the group of enlisted soldiers fits well with the
classic form of the mass army.

It would be incorrect to conclude that 85% of the Russian youth is incapable of doing
its military service. Military service, as it is now known in Russia, is simply rejected and
the draft crisis has been caused by an effective boycott on the part of the Russian youth.
Although we have hypothesized that the reasons why the Russian youth rejected the draft
are different from Western-style protests–postmodern values versus consideration of
physical survival-Russian families and youngsters do build strategies and networks in
order to avoid the draft. Corruption is rampant and, for instance, medical doctors sitting on
the military recruitment commissions are well known to take bribes. One doctor told me
the story of an 18-year-old boy who consulted her in order to get medical documents to
obtain medical exemption from military service, only to return a fortnight later requesting
documents to prove his physical fitness enabling him to train to become a physical
education school teacher. The official data make it clear that draft dodging is primarily an
urban phenomenon characteristic of the educated and wealthy layers of society. In other
words, those people with sufficient social capital to obtain an ‘official’ exemption from
military service.

Other official military statistics show a clear bias in favor of the lower and less
privileged classes of Russian society. The armed forces, for example, lamented that in
1998, 18% of the incoming soldiers had a broken family background (siroty i iz nepolnykh
semei); only 48% had a higher or intermediate level of education (which means that half of
the soldiers’ population had less than a high school education and are only semi-literate);
10% had already contact with the police and could, according to the armed forces, be said
to have a criminal record; and finally, 46% of the incoming soldiers had no work
experience. In a Krasnaya Zvezda article of November 2001, the Directory of Recruitment
and Mobilization of the MoD complained that the youth of Moscow, Moscow Oblast, St.
Petersburg, and, to a lesser degree, Kaliningrad and Tuva were significantly under-
represented in the barracks compared with the youngsters coming from other regions.472

The regional representation in the barracks shows that youths from the most prosperous
regions are the most under-represented amongst draftees. These official data are confirmed
by the socio-demographic backgrounds of the sample of my interviewees. About 80% of
the soldiers I interviewed fit the soldiers’ background, described by the MoD. Most of the
soldiers were indeed raised in single mother families, had reached a rather low educational
level, and came from the regions. They were, indeed, recruited out of the most unlucky
layer of Russian society

The severe manpower crisis of the 1990’s created perverse effects as recruiters
desperate to meet their quotas resorted to unorthodox measures to get the boys into the
barracks. For example, in spring 1998, I witnessed press gangs in the subway of St.-
Petersburg set up in order to drag young men to the recruitment offices especially those

                                                
471 V. Serebrianikov and Yu. Deriugin, Op. Cit.,1998, p. 11.
472 Oleg Falichev, , ‘Kto Stanet pod boevye znamena’, Krasnaya Zvezda, 21 November 2001, p.2.
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young men who could not show a military stamp on their passport.473 As recruitment
pressure rose, medical examinations executed in the voenkomaty also became less critical
to the point where the Soldiers’ Mothers Organizations were complaining that most of the
recruits’ health wasnot strong enough to serve in the military. As a result the Soldiers’
Mothers started a permanent campaign to rescue those unhealthy teenagers who had been
illegally drafted. Recruitment of orphans also became common practice. In other words,
old recruitment patterns that go back to the tsarist era became common practice in Russia
during the 1990’s.474 It is a desperate recruitment policy under pressure, as illustrated by
the following photograph. This photograph may also be seen as an illustration of the
process of mortification that is touched upon above:

Picture 2: Forced recruitment and beginning of 'mortification'

In the period of the existence of the USSR, one of the main research topics of the time
concerned the multi-ethnic composition of the group of draftees and its possible impact on
group cohesion. In the 1990’s, this research topic vanished completely from the academic
discourse on the Russian soldiers’ social problems. However, it should not be forgotten
that the Russian armed forces are still composed of many different ethnic groups. For
example, many of my interviewees referred to soldier-colleagues from Dagestan, the Far
East, Yakutiia, and so on. Despite the fact that this aspect of soldiers’ post-Soviet life is
ignored in the academic discourse, the group of Russian enlisted men is multicultural, and
this multicultural composition has a serious impact on the way soldiers live together and
interact in the barracks

One of the most important characteristics of a total institution is that the inmates are
obliged to live and work together, that a social life is imposed on them in what Goffman
called ‘interpersonal contamination’. The fact that the composition of the cohort of soldiers

                                                
473 This practice is also reported in Western newspapers. See for instance: Coen Van Zwol, ‘Klopjacht op
rekruten in Moskou, Legerdienst betekent twee jaar armoede, honger, dwangarbeid en geweld’, De
standaard, January 14, 2002; Coen van Zwol, ‘Russich leger pikt rekruten op in disco’, NRC handelsblad,
January 9, 2002. Eve Conant, ‘Remaking the Army’, Newsweek, February 18, 2002.
474 See for instance Elise Kimerling Wirtschafter who studied the recruitment policy in the early nineteenth
century. She also noted that awkward recruitment strategies were used as a response to the endemic crisis of
the draft. (Elise Kimerling Wirtschafter, From Serf to Russian Soldier, Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1990.)
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in the Russian barracks in the 1990’s is, for whatever reason, of such questionable quality,
has an indisputable impact on the Russian soldiers’ culture.

Soldiers and Officers and the Basic Split between the Inmates and the
Supervisory staff.

The daily agenda of the soldiers is prescribed and organized by the staff. A daily schedule
is outlined that dictates what soldiers must do and what they are allowed to do. The sample
daily schedule below was composed on the basis of my interviews.

0600 Hr Reveille
0730-0800 Hr: Breakfast
0800- 8015 Hr: Inspection and Parade
0830-1500 Hr Training sessions
1500-1600 Hr Lunch
1630-2000 Hr Maintenance and individual

preparation
2000-2030 Hr Dinner
2030-2200 Hr Free time
2200 Hr Taps

This schedule does not predict a great deal about the quality of the military education
and training. Andrei’s military education, for instance, was limited to a monthly shooting
exercise in which he could shoot a round of 15 bullets. In a class room he was taught how
to handle his weapon. Three times a week there was a cross country exercise during which
he had to run 10 kilometers. Five times a day there was a drill exercise. This took place
half an hour before breakfast, lunch and dinner. Just after reveille and just before sleeping
time there was another drill session scheduled. Andrei, like many conscripted soldiers,
received absolutely no tactical education.475 Based on this testimony, it can be concluded
that in the 1990’s many conscripts never received any thorough military training on the
individual level, let alone the platoon, company and battalion level. Russian soldiers were
confronted with long periods of boredom, and senseless physical training and drill
sessions.

Regimented management results, according to Goffman, in a split between the staff
and the inmates, or, in this case, between the officer corps and the enlisted men. In the
Russian army, this split is radical, as there is no professional NCO corps to stand as a
buffer between soldiers and their superiors. Aleksei stated on this issue, that he met
officers only occasionally.476 The organizational chart of the basic unit where a soldier
undergoes service can further illustrate this point. Aleksandr described his artillery battery
that can be seen as the basic unit that primarily constructs Russian soldiers’ life, as
follows.477 The battery had a battery commander and a zampolit. The zampolit is an aid to
the battery commander who is especially responsible for interpersonal relations and
discipline. Aleksandr added on the function of the zampolit that he had a very low status,
and was inefficient; indeed, Aleksandr added that the zampolit’s very presence in the unit
was entirely irrelevant. Besides this officers’ duo, there were three platoon commanders. In
total, thus, there were five officers active in the battery. There was one praporshchik in the

                                                
475 Declaration filled in by Andrei in St.-Petersburg on March 19, 1998 (Declaration Nr.3).
476 Interview with Aleksei 4 conducted in St.-Petersburg on May 27, 1998 (Interview Nr. 33).
477 Interview with Aleksandr conducted in St.-Petersburg on May 26, 1998 (Interview Nr. 31).
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battery who played the role of a kind of secretary. In Aleksandr’s battery there were two
hundred to two hundred twenty conscripted soldiers, of which sixteen were conscripted
sergeants. The Russian armed forces experimented several times with introducing NCO’s
into its organization, to replace the conscripted sergeants, but did not succeed in
introducing a real professional NCO corps. The conscripted sergeants did not have enough
authority over their fellow soldiers. Sergei illustrated the lack of authority of the
conscripted sergeants in a tragi-comic way. He recalled a situation in which a young
conscripted sergeant had to flee from a Dagestan soldier who threatened to beat him and
literally chased the sergeant.478 The fact that the split between the soldiers and the officers
is so radical has serious consequences for daily living and working conditions in the unit. It
makes communication between the officers and the soldiers more difficult, as it is limited
and very formal. Moreover, the officer corps is seen by the soldiers’ collective as the
adversary, as the category against which the soldiers have to defend themselves. This
defensive position of the soldiers is underscored by the unwritten and therefore, sacred rule
of silence. Soldiers learn never to complain to the officers and never to play rat on their
mates. A soldier who is becoming even sporadically involved with the officers (and
praporshchiks) is viewed as suspicious by the other soldiers in the unit. Anyone who
crosses the lines of the rule of silence must bear the consequences. Beating, ostracism, lack
of protection, etc. is the price to be paid by the traitor to the soldiers’ rules. A commander,
Aleksandr recounts, who sees clearly during morning inspection that one of his soldiers has
been severely beaten during the night, will very rarely succeed in learning the full story
behind the incident. The soldier never complained to the commander. Even when the
commanding officer asked publicly and/or privately the cause of the soldier’s injuries, the
soldier never told him. The soldier in question downplayed his injuries and finally used the
stereotypical excuse of an invented accident. Without an official complaint, the officer felt
incapable to take measures against the abuse of violence in his unit. In this way, through
this formal, but inefficient inquiry, the incident was closed.479 There is thus not only the
culture of secrecy, cultivated by the officer corps, but there is also the rule of omerta,
cultivated by the soldiers. These complementary cultures make the Russian military
barracks sealed bastions of closedness, and, consequently, perfect feeding grounds for
informal cultures.

The radical split between the officers and the soldiers in the Russian armed forces
also has another aspect. The group of officers is not diversified, in the sense that the axiom
of unity of command (edinonachalnie) is understood to be sacred in the Russian military.
The commander, and the commander alone, leads the unit. This is based on a strict
functional interpretation of his job. The zampolit, the doctor or the chaplain, active in the
unit cannot question the commander of the unit. We have already pointed out that the
zampolit plays a subordinated role in the unit. This is a remnant of the Soviet past, in
which the political officers changed their role in a kind of semi-psychological aid to the
command. The function of the zampolity is more a question of creating a job artificially,
rather than increasing the effectiveness of the unit.  Besides the historical burden of this
function–zampolity were never popular in the tactical chain of command-their professional
expertise is also questionable. Moreover, it is a particularity of the Russian army that the
medical doctor has no functional authority. Medicine in general has never had a high
prestige in Russian society, and in the armed forces the medical doctor’s professional
decisions can easily be overruled by the commander of the unit on the grounds of so-called
tactical considerations. There is also no such thing as ‘medical confidentiality’ or ‘the
protection of the soldier’s privacy’. The medical doctor is an integral part of the military
                                                
478 Declaration filled in by Sergei in St.-Petersburg on July 8, 1998 (Declaration Nr.40 ).
479 Declaration filled in by Aleksandr 3 in St.-Petersburg on July 8, 1998 (Declaration Nr. 45).
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hierarchy and does not have, as is commonly the case in Western armies, a specific
confidential relationship with the soldiers. Finally, it is only recently that Orthodox
chaplains were introduced in the units. They may represent a kind of ‘point of rest’ in the
hectic daily life in the unit. But here, too, some qualifications need to be made. We have
already indicated that the Russian Orthodox Church subscribes to rather conservative
views on the armed forces.  Moreover, the Orthodox priests see their role as strictly
religious, and soldiers who come with non-religious questions or problems are sent to the
commanding officer. One Protestant priest interviewed in St.-Petersburg, pointed out that
he had no access to the barracks simply because only Orthodox priests have a privileged
relationship with the military. This priest also criticized the Orthodox priests for having no
ear for the soldiers’ social and psychological problems.480 In a structural sense, the
Orthodox priest is not differentiated from the commanders, and does not represent an
alternative medium through which a soldier can communicate with the officers’ class or
with the external world. In conclusion, it is noteworthy that the strict interpretation of the
rule of edinonachalie results in a lack of differentiation of the officers’ class. Soldiers have
no way of communicating with the officers group or with the external world, other than in
formal, controlled and prescribed ways. This situation adds to the sharply divided world of
officers and soldiers in the Russian barracks and, ultimately, encourages the informal
culture of the soldiers’.

The Russian Army: a Tribe among Tribes. 481

In the preceding chapter we indicated that the hosting, national culture in which a
particular army culture develops is an important factor in explaining a given army culture.
In this way, it is useful to see the role and impact of total institutions in the Soviet Union,
and even in Tsarist Russia, as an important organizational format in Soviet-Russian society
as a whole. The role of total institutions in an undemocratic, totalitarian state is obvious:
total control over its citizens. More important is the cultural impact of this organizational
format in contemporary Russia. Indeed, parallel with the assertion that the Soviet Union
had no army, but was an army, we can in a provocative way state that the Soviet Union did
not dispose of total institutions, but was itself a total institution. This is illustrated in
Russian and Soviet literature that denounce many social ills and problems, such as Fyodor
Dostoyevsky’s ‘The House of the Dead’, which concerns daily life in Tsarist prison
systems, or the works of Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who wrote on the social conditions of the
Soviet prison camp system in the Gulag Archipelago and, more subtly, in his book on the
hospital system Cancer Ward. In fact the whole corpus of Gulag literature may be viewed
as an artistic illustration of Goffman’s textbook on total institutions. Besides the Soviet
prison camp there were also, for example, the system of ‘closed cities’, orphanages,
student dormitories, etc., all of which can be seen as typical examples of total institutions.
One can even argue that the informal economy and the informal service system already
mentioned as the blat’ system was a logical outcome of the State’s attempt to attain total
control over the Soviet economy and was worsened by the scarcity of goods. Total control,
scarcity and closedness, create perverse effects such as arbitrariness, cruelty, and neglect.
In the 1990’s an interesting study was published by Human Rights Watch on the dire

                                                
480 Conversation with a Protestant Priest in St.-Petersburg on May 28, 1998.
481 I borrow this expression from the French military sociologist Bernard Boëne. B. Boëne, "A tribe among
tribes…post-modern militaries and civil-military relations?" paper presented at the interim Meeting of the
International Sociological Association's Research Committee 01 (Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution),
Modena, Italy, January 20-22, 1997.
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situation in Russian state-run orphanages.482 The specific conditions that were pointed out
in this study are very recognizable when they are compared with the situation in the army.
For instance, Kathleen Hunt reported that:

 ‘…a dark tableau of abuse, dereliction of responsibility, and gratuitous
cruelty also emerged. Orphanages for school-aged children breed their
own genre of brutalizing punishment. It is distinct from the discipline
found in the baby houses or the internaty, but well known in the Russian
bastions of gang-rule: the military and the GULAG prisons…For
children who hardly have a positive alternative social role model from
the world beyond the institution, the orphanage staff set an
unconscionable example of degrading discipline. In doing so, the adults
helped reinforce a survival-of-the-fittest hierarchy among the orphans,
which they fostered in a second pattern to control and punish children by
proxy. This proxy pattern was particularly insidious because the favored
children, delegated to ‘govern’ like minor feudal lords, developed a
repertoire of vicious and injurious punishments which the older, stronger
orphans inflicted upon the younger or weaker ones. In Russian, this is
known by its familiar colloquial term “dyedovshchina” (sic) or hazing,
which is taken  from military slang.; it was not surprising to Human
Right watch when orphans in St.-Petersburg spontaneously used
dyedovshchina to describe the gratuitous violence in orphanage life. It is
worth remembering that this practice of hazing as a means of internal
control is understood by Russians as malicious and even deadly, it is not
to be confused with the typical roughhousing among fraternity brothers at
universities in the United States.”483

Hunter noted in an interview on detskii dom from more remote areas that they are

“…fully closed institutions, and almost no one gets access to them. No
NGO’s, no private citizens, only government control. Even children
living in homes do not complain to officials when they are abused by
their parents because they feel ashamed about it and they are scared and
do not know what they can do. The orphans live in isolation.”484

Finally, Hunter pointed out that the culture of secrecy also existed in the system of
orphanages, saying that

“…the Russian authorities have reacted to the critiques of their
orphanages by blocking access to the institutions; punishing or
threatening to fire workers if they speak about abuses; and, in some
instances, promoting those who are responsible for the wrongdoing.”485

It lies beyond the scope of this study to go in any depth into the social structure and
the daily life of Russian prisons, orphanages, dormitories, etc. The point is here that the
Russian army culture is only partly specific, in the sense that comparable inmate cultures
                                                
482 Kathleen Hunter, Abandoned to the State, Cruelty, and Neglect in Russian Orphanages, Washington:
Human Right Watch, 1998.
483 Ibid., pp. 110-111
484 Ibid., p.113
485 Ibid., p.139
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are bred by the organizational format of total institutions that is still commonly used in
Russia. The state management of large groups is still based on overall control, arbitrary
leadership and closedness.

Conclusions

This section has shown that the Russian armed in the 1990’s is an organization based on
the format of Goffman’s total institution. This particular organizational format has deep
historical, cultural and social roots in the Tsarist and Soviet periods. The specific
economic, social conditions of the 1990’s had a considerable conjunctural impact on the
living conditions in the barracks. Economic crisis rendered the system of mortification and
the construction of an informal prestige system among the soldiers more aggressive and
violent. However, the basic problem is situated within the old-fashioned, inhumane,
ineffective, and morally unacceptable total institution format. This supports my principal
argument that there is a crucial gap between the state-run organizational structure that is
mainly used in Russia’s mainstream management philosophy, on the one hand, and
Western post-modern management thinking, on the other. Logically, the transition to a
post-modern military organization must go together with a fundamental change in the
management philosophy. Reforming the army means thus first and foremost, that the
Russian reform planners must tackle the structural problem of the total institutions. It is
absolutely essential that they open up the organization. In political terms, this may involve
democratizing the military and opening it up to external scrutiny. In sociological terms,
this may involve the opening up of the barracks and raising the level of functional diversity
of the managing corps.  Should such measures be taken, the informal culture that is
connected with the closed type of total organization, with the typical informal prestige
system and messing up traditions, will automatically disappear. Unfortunately, until further
notice this negative informal soldiers’ culture is still very much alive as we will show
below.

2. 2.  ‘Dedovshchina’ or the ‘Rule of the Grandfathers’: a
System of Secondary Adjustment

The informal culture in the Russian barracks, known as the system of dedovshchina, is
already well described and documented in both the scientific literature and the politically
inspired writings of human rights activists.486 What is common in this literature is the
descriptive, as well as the normative character of it. This means that moral outrage
motivates these publications and that the spectacular character of dedovshchina is
highlighted. In this overview of the soldiers’ informal culture, I use the theoretical
framework of total institutions to go beyond a purely descriptive analysis of the soldiers’
                                                
486 See for example: S.A. Belanovskii (editor), Dedovshchina v armii (Sbornik sotsiologichesick dulomentov),
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Legitimitätsverlust des Militärischen in der Peresrojka, Hamburg: LIT Verlag, 1994, pp.124-137; Eva Maria
Hinterhuber, Die Soldatenmütter Sankt Peterburg, Zwischen Neotraditionalismus und neuer
Widerständigkeit, Hamburg: LIT Verlag, 1999, pp. 31-33; Françoise Daucé, L’etat, l’armée et le citoyen en
Russia post-soviétique, Paris: l’Harmattan, 2001, pp. 107-117; Carey Schofield, Inside the Soviet Military,
London: Abbeville Press, 1991, pp. 82-86.
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informal culture. Consequently, I will not focus on the moral aspects that go together with
this organizational phenomenon; nor will I highlight the violence and other cruel violations
of the physical and mental integrity of the soldiers.487 Moral preoccupations hinder
scientific analysis and make assessment and identification of the precise underlying
structural elements more difficult. After a structural overview of the phenomenon of
dedovshchina, I will make some comments concerning the origins and evolution of
dedovshchina, and, finally, I will suggest some possible solutions for this phenomenon
that, apparently, stubbornly refuses to go away.

Describing ‘the Rule of the Grandfathers’

Explained through the concept of total institutions, dedovshchina is the outcome of a
system of privileges, a system of secondary adjustment, and an involuntary process of
fraternization that takes place within the group of soldiers. Through these phenomena the
soldiers try to defend themselves against the regime imposed upon them by the officer
corps. Dedovshchina is thus a rational response from the soldiers, both as individuals and
as a group, to the strange and enclosed military world. Briefly, the system of dedovshchina
is an informal hierarchical structure installed among the group of soldiers that is primarily
based on seniority. This means that the senior group of soldiers reigns over the younger
group of soldiers. The aspect of seniority is etymologically expressed in the Russian word
dedovshchina, derived from the Russian root ded, which means grandfather.488

Dedovshchina is, in Goffman’s words, the organizational realization of a system of
privileges in which informal status is rebuilt as a counter movement against the
mortification tendencies in the barracks. It is also based on the system of patronage: the
relationships between soldiers are intrinsically unequal since they are based on traditional
seniority rules. In return for obeying the rules of the elder soldiers-the grandfathers-a
neophyte soldier survives the odd soldiers’ world. Moreover, obedience to the
grandfathers’ rule also represents an investment in the future, since growing up and
surviving in the system automatically means gaining prestige and rising in the informal
ranks of the soldiers. Dedovshchina is thus a rational system that knits the group of soldiers
closely together. The system of the collective holds the rational elements that ensure the
continuity of the system of dedovshchina. This last remark is especially important from a
sociological point of view because this system holds the elements that ensure its own
reproduction. Dedovshchina is a strong social system which once installed is very difficult
to dismantle. This is all the more so since the system contains elements of self-control that
make the problem of discipline in the barracks much easier for the officer corps.

 In practical terms the informal culture of the soldiers is based upon an informal
hierarchy, in which the soldier (automatically) grows up from being a ‘slave’ to becoming
a ‘master’. The system of dedovchshina is composed of four (or at times five or six)
hierarchically structured stages, each with their well-defined functions and ranks.489 The

                                                
487 For a description of the violent nature of the army life see especially: Michail Zolotonosov, Obyknovennii
Sadizm, staty o rossiskoi armii: 1993-1997, Sankt-Peterburg: Tuskarora, 1997; European Council of
Conscripts Organizations, Casualties in Peacetime, A study on violence and intimidation in the armed forces
in Europe, Nijmegen: Gelderland offset, 1997, pp. 45-64; Yevgenia Borisova, ‘Vitaly’s Story: Knocking The
spirit Out Of The New Recruits’, St.-Petersburg Press, October 11-17, 1994.
488 See V.P. Korovyshkin, Slovar Russkogo voennogo zhargona, Ekatarinburg: Urals University Press, 2000,
p. 86.
489 The number of categories is not an essential element in our analysis. For instance, some researchers point
out six stages in a two year service cycle. (See: pp. 9-13). What is important is the stratification of the group
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existence of the ranks is based on the time schedule imposed by the recruitment system.
This recruitment system prescribes two recruitment periods a year and a two-year duration
of draft service. This means that there are permanently four distinctive groups present in
the barracks. The distinction between the four groups, each with their specific function, is
shown in the following table.

Category of
soldiers

Period of service Labeling of the category of
soldiers

Function in the
category of soldiers

Category I 1-6 months ‘dukh’, ‘tarakan’, ‘ten’’, ‘cherep’,
‘synok’, ‘udav’, ‘salaban’,

‘zelenyi’, ‘bolt’, ‘pirat’, ‘salaga’,
‘mukha’, ‘krolik’, ‘krab’, ‘uchstyi’,

‘ogurets’
Category II 6-12 months ‘Gus’, ‘kotel’, ‘slon’, ‘shnurok’,

‘starshii tarakan’, ‘mamont’,
‘skvorets’, …

Execution of military-
functional jobs of soldiers
of category III and IV +
additional tasks to please

these categories.

Category III 12-18 months ‘fazan’, ‘cherpak’, ‘limon’,
‘pomazok’,…

Domination over and
education of the first rank

soldiers.
Category IV 18 months – official

demobilization
‘ded’, ‘starik’, ‘starii’, ‘kopol’, ‘gus

chrustalnii’,…
Control function in order

to maintain the system and
if necessary to intervene.

Table 16: Labeling of the category of soldiers

As the table shows, the soldiers use a highly specific terminology to indicate to
which category an individual soldier belongs. This affirms Goffman’s view of a strong
tendency of ‘social stereotyping’ in the inmate’s world. Moreover, the soldiers have a
specific language that is only understood by those who belong to the informal culture. This
aspect of ‘the soldiers’ lingo’ has been studied by Russian linguists. Russian soldiers have
also another secret way of communicating with each other: the secret language of tattoos.
Just like in prisons, some soldiers display their status by means of tattoos, in a way that is
commonly understood by the other soldiers. For the purposes of this study, this (secret)
language aspect is only interesting to the degree that it helps us to understand the solid
structure of the social fabric of the soldiers’ world.

A basic underlying factor that influences the system of abuse is scarcity. Generally,
total institutions impose a system that lacks freedom, but Russian soldiers lack even more
fundamental things such as food, beverages, and especially money. This last aspect is
particularly important for Russian soldiers. Money gives the soldier access to products that
may color his gray, dull and monotonous life. It can improve his diet and may help him
temporarily to flee his dreadful situation through alcohol and drugs. However, soldiers
receive a monthly stipend of only 18.5 rubble: moreover, these payments are frequently
either delayed by several months or simply not forthcoming.490 In this situation, the elder
soldiers use all possible means to acquire money. They steal money from the younger ones
and force them to go out begging illegally for money, wherever they can. In practice this
sometimes means that the ‘dukh’ has to steal from civilians in order to comply with the
orders of the ‘dedy’. Another example of the dedovshchina system being exported out of
the barracks is illustrated by the story of Yevgenii. Yevgenii explained in an interview that
he was obliged by the dedy to write his mother asking her to send him money. As soon as
this money arrived Yevgenii had to give it to the dedy. Had Yevgenii (and his mother)

                                                                                                                                         
of soldiers based on seniority and the automatically growing-up throughout the system. The number of stages
is, therefore, less important.
490 This is the stipend in March 1998.
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failed to obey this order, Yevgenii would have been beaten to death.491 Other witnesses
recounted that category I soldiers systematically had to give up their meals to the older
soldiers. Vitalii, for example, had to give his meal to a particular category IV soldier.
When he complained to this particular soldier that he was hungry, he was beaten up and
told to steal food in order to stay alive.492 Similar measures were taken by the dedy in order
to obtain cigarettes and alcohol. In a sense such behavior is based on a sense of self-
sufficiency in a world of scarcity. When the army does not provide the soldiers with basic
goods, the soldiers have to provide the basic elements for survival themselves. They are
forced to organize themselves in order to survive.

It would be a mistake to reduce the soldiers’ informal culture to the system of
dedovshchina, which would mean effectively reducing the informal leadership to
seniority. Other ‘primitive/traditional’ factors are also playing in the informal culture of
the Russian soldiers. Most important among these is physical strength. According to
Alyosha, there was one way to avoid the effects of dedovshchina, namely through physical
strength. If you could prove with your fists that you could resist the elderly, the elderly
would, in the end, leave you alone. Alyosha cited one example of a soldier from the
Caucasus who was able to resist the orders of the elderly. Quite logically, the elderly co-
opted this soldier and used him as an ally. The soldier from the Caucasus was used to beat
up other soldiers. In this way he acted as a gang member with the lowest status who had to
carry out the petty orders of the godfathers.493 Alyosha’s story suggests that there is a
structural relationship between the way soldiers are organizing themselves and the way
criminal gangs are organized. It goes beyond the scope of this study to outline the typical
Russian mafia structures, the so-called krysha system.494 But it is important to note that
definite processes of criminalization of the soldiers’ informal culture were underway in the
1990’s. Besides seniority, self-sufficiency, and physical strength there is another bonding
factor: namely the regional factor. When I asked Akhmed if he had suffered from
dedovshchina, he smiled and said that his friends from the Caucasus helped him to resist
the rule of the grandfathers. ‘We were strong enough to resist the elderly’, he said.495

Organizationally, this means that regional bonding, or ‘zemliachestvo’, is another system
that co-exists with dedovshchina. The idea of zemliachestvo can also be related with the
idea of localism or provincialism. Conclusively, it can be said that the soldiers’ culture is
based on primitive bonding variables that are used to overcome the situation of scarcity
and total control: namely seniority, physical strength, a focus on self-sufficiency and basic
survival, localism or provincialism, etc. These traditional variables determine the way in
which the elderly soldiers try to break through the all-encompassing power of the Russian
army and to make their lives less dull and monotonous. The character of these variables
belongs to a particular timeframe in Russian cultural history. Indeed, they may, without
hesitation be described typical for the Russian peasant community of the nineteenth
century which was also a world in which violence, uncertainty, and haphazardness were
abundantly present. It was a life in which the basic concern of the peasant was focused on
physical survival. The Russian soldiers’ informal culture is in this way traditional and,
                                                
491 Interview with Yevgenii conducted in St.-Petersburg on July 1, 1998 (Interview Nr. 35).
492Interview with Vitalii conducted in St.-Petersburg on October 11, 1998 (Interview Nr. 47).
493Declaration filled in by Alyosha in St.-Petersburg on July 8, 1998 (Declaration Nr. 49).
494 For a good introduction on the krysha system see, for instance, The Center for Strategic and International
Studies, Russian Organized crime, Washington: CISIS, 1997, pp. 29-31; Stephan handelman, Comrade
Criminal, Russia’s New Mafiya, New York: Yale University Press, 1995; and for an applied study on
organized crime in the Russian armed forces, see: Graham Turbiville, Mafia in Uniform: the Criminalization
of the Russian Armed Forces, Kansas: Foreign Military Studies Office, 1995 (retrieved from the internet site:
http://leav-www.army.mil/fmso/fmso.htm)
495 Interview with Akhmed conducted in St.-Petersburg on July 2, 1998 (Interview Nr 38).
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consequently, NOT compatible with the idea of the post-modern military organization that
cultivates concepts such as self realization, personal skills, moral and physical integrity etc.
Consequently, contrary to the Western post-modern army and post-modern society the
individual is not placed at the center of the Russian officers’ concern. In any case, Russian
soldiers’ informal culture stands in sharp contrast with the commercial slogan ‘an army of
one’ that is used in the U.S. armed forces and which sends the message that in the U.S.
armed forces, every person counts!

Past and future of the soldiers’ informal culture

There are two basic schools of thought regarding the origin of the informal culture of the
Russian soldiers. One group argues that the origins of dedovshchina lie in the notorious
Soviet prison camp or Gulag system.496 We will call this the structural school of thought
and dedovshchina is considered to be a perverse effect of the way the military organization
is structured. The other school of thought is led by the American sovietologist William
Odom, who traces the origins of the grandfathers’ rule to 1967, when the Soviet
recruitment system changed from a service period of three years to the current two-year
draft period.497 Odom claimed that the soldiers who were serving the three years were so
resentful that they started to torture the younger soldiers. What is important in Odom’s
reasoning is that dedovshchina is seen as the result of a specific intention. Therefore, we
call Odom’s way of thinking the ideational school. To this second school of thought I also
add two Russian sociologists, Aleksey Levinson and Yuri Levada. These two authors claim
that the system of dedovshchina has been intentionally installed by the officer corps in
order to socialize the soldiers.

Based on the axiom that the system of dedovshchina is related with the concept of
total institutions, it is clear that I support the structural hypothesis, rather than the
ideational hypothesis. I base this opinion on four arguments. Firstly, it is a mistake to think
that the informal soldiers’ culture is based on a kind of meta-decision of a group of people
to punish another group of people. Such a widespread and solid system cannot be installed
and reproduced on the basis of the frustration of a single group. Dedovshchina is the result
of a particular type of organization that structures the lives of the inmates in a specific way.
Why would this system exist in other closed, total institutions as prisons and camps
[tiur’ma i lager’] as well? Secondly, there was also a change in the period of service in the
1990’s. More precisely, the draft period was reduced from two years to eighteen months in
the period 1991-96. This had, however, no effect on the basic characteristics of
dedovshchina. In the 1991-96 period, the four categories of the rule of the dedy was easily
adapted to become a system of three categories. It has already been mentioned that it is not
the number of categories that is important, but rather the traditional idea that seniority goes
together with authority. Thirdly, I have interviewed two fathers of soldiers who did their
service before 1967. Both of them stated that during their service, the rule of the elderly
existed, as did zemliachestvo.498 However, there was a nuance. The system in the 1950’s
and 1960’s was less brutal and criminalized than it was in the 1990’s. This last point is
interesting. It leads to our hypothesis that scarcity, aggravated by the economic crisis in
Russia during the 1990’s, has an important effect on the practical outcomes of the rule of

                                                
496 For a good reference see Cressey, Donald R. and Witold Krassowski, ‘Inmate Organizations and Anomie
in American Prisons and Soviet Labor Camps’, Social Problems, Vol. 5, No. 4, 1958-59, pp. 217-230. Also
the soldiers’ Mothers of ST.-Petersburg subscribe this hypothesis.
497 William Odom, The Collapse of the Soviet Military, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998, p.48.
498 Donald Cressy and Witold Krassowski, Op. Cit., 1958-59, pp. 217-230.
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the grandfathers. It leads us to suggest that there is a certain conjunctural evolution in the
degree of brutality that goes together with the system of dedovshchina that is dictated by
the economic conjuncture of the country. Fourthly, we can make a methodological remark
on the view of Odom on the origin of dedovshchina. Odom’s ideational hypothesis was
supported by interviews he conducted among officers. It is claimed that this is the wrong
category of people to ask questions on the informal soldiers’ cultures. Officers are
excluded from the soldiers’ informal culture and are consequently not well informed about
it.

The arguments of Levada and Levinson are politically inspired and anti-Soviet views
that are difficult to falsify. Nevertheless, the idea that dedovshchina is based on a well
planned policy is not supported. Firstly, it is difficult to imagine that an organization that is
in deep crisis, and that is unable to implement any coherent reform program during the
1990’s, would be able to plan and implement such an ‘efficient’ socialization policy as the
system of dedovshchina is claimed to be. Secondly, both authors highlight the importance
of terror and violence as socializing factors. In our view a system that is solely based on
violence is not strong enough to be a reproducible system. Finally, the impact of the
officers on the system of dedovshchina is overestimated.

The disagreement with the Odom hypothesis and our own study of the total
institution concept, lead us to subscribe to the structural school of thought. Indeed, the
internal life of the prisoners in the Gulag, described in the Gulag literature, presents a
system that is comparable with the soldiers’ system. Moreover, Cressey and Krassowski
have studied the Soviet labor camps and have given a convincing image of these camps as
total institutions, explaining how strategies of secondary adjustments were put into practice
among the prisoners. The Soviet camp sub-culture has many comparable aspects with the
soldiers’ culture in the barracks. This being said, again, we should not push the comparison
between the Soviet labor camp subculture and the soldiers’ subculture in the barracks too
far. The system of dedovshchina is NOT a copy of the prison camp system. Nor is it, as
Levinson and Levada claim, a consciously created culture imposed by the Soviet
authorities, who, as the engineers of the soul, tried to mold the soldiers into the ideal of the
Soviet men. Dedovshchina was and is rather the result of the perverse effects of the way
organizations were/are run by the Soviet/Russian state. Consequently, unless the structure
of the Russian military organization is changed fundamentally, the military authorities will
have little impact on the negative effects of the rule of the grandfathers. Indeed, the
internal logic of dedovshchina makes it a very difficult system to destroy, so long as the
basic structural idea of total institutions remains unchanged.

There are a number of basic approaches that can be proposed with a view to eradicating
this detrimental, inefficient system of the soldiers’ informal military culture. This is
necessary if the leadership of the Russian Federation wants to adopt a post-modern all-
volunteer force.

First, it should be pointed out that ideological and moral arguments against the ‘rule
of the grandfathers’ make no sense from a sociological point of view. Consequently, it
makes no sense to accuse the Russian armed forces of violation against human rights, even
if this is the case.499 Human rights violations are the ugly outcomes of the way the
organization is structured. Neither is it efficient to call for a spiritual, patriotic or even a
religious revival of the Soviet youth in order to prevent the abuses that take place in the

                                                
499 S.A. Podolskogo (red.), Prava Cheloveka I armiia, realizatsiia I zashchita prav voennosluzhashchich,
prizyvnikov, veteranov I chlenov ich semei, Sankt Peterburg: Informatsinno-izdatelskoe agenstvo, 1999.
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barracks.500 It is much more efficient to focus on the structural elements which underlie the
informal culture of the Russian army. Therefore, the Russian army needs to dismantle the
organizational format of total institutions. The more Russia is able to open up its system,
the greater the chances that the informal culture of the soldiers’, and the system of
secondary adjustments/messing up behavior, can be abolished.

Secondly, communication between the soldiers and the managing corps has to be
improved. This means that the officer corps has to be diversified. Soldiers need to have the
opportunity to speak confidentially with their superiors. Therefore trustworthy channels
have to be set up, involving independent figures such as doctors and priests. In sociological
terms, the introduction of priests would diversify the monolithic group of officers. Such
diversification improves communication between the soldiers and narrows the radical
officers-soldiers split. It goes without saying that the religious diversity of Russian society
must also be reflected in the barracks. Protestant and Roman Catholic priests as well as
Muslim imams must be available for soldiers. Finally, and perhaps most important of all, a
professional NCO corps needs to be organized that can act as a mediator between the
closed, and homogeneous world of the officers and soldiers. The introduction of a
trustworthy, legitimate and respectful NCO corps would be an important step enabling the
negative aspects of the soldiers’ informal culture to be dismantled.

 Thirdly, it is essential that the army take responsibility for its mistakes. The army
needs to admit that it is fallible, and to show an ability to learn from its mistakes and take
honest measures to avoid repeating these mistakes in the future. Instead, in the current
situation officers are in fact rewarded for doing bad work, and their response to criticism
tends to fall somewhere between paranoia and arrogance. Open and honest communication
with their soldiers, the families, and even the political world, would not only improve the
organizational effectiveness, but would also mean that the armed forces could also count
on a better societal image, and a better negotiating position in the democratic relations with
civilians and the political world.501

Assessment of the Russian Informal Military Culture

The informal soldiers’ culture is the result of a particular way of organizing the armed
forces. The total structure that is imposed on the group of soldiers evokes a reaction
whereby the soldiers try to maximize their limited freedom and to create conditions in
which they can survive. The result of this survival strategy is an informal soldiers’ culture
which is in the case of the Russian military the system of dedovshchina or the ‘rule of the
grandfathers’. Seniority is the basic organizing variable of this culture, around which
physical strength (the rule of the strongest), the demanding idea of self-sufficiency in a
world of scarcity, and localism or provincialism are intertwined.

The presented variables are traditional organizing variables which are also
characteristic of the primitive, nineteenth-century peasant community in Russia.502 This is
not to say that Russian soldiers are primitive, or that they constitute a backward

                                                
500 V.I. Mironov, Humanization of troop Activity and the Spiritual Rebirth of Russia’s Army, Military
Thought, Vol. 11, Nr. 6, 1993, pp.112-125.
501 The conflict between the Soldiers’ Mothers organizations and the military is primordially based on a lack
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502 See Wayne S. Vucinich (Ed.) The Peasant in Nineteenth-century Russia, Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1968; and John Bushnell, ‘Peasants in Uniform: the Tsarist Army as a Peasant Society’, Journal of
Social History, Vol. 13, Nr. 4, Summer 1980, pp. 753-780.
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community. The soldiers’ informal culture is an expression, using the scarce means that
these soldiers have at their disposal, of the soldiers’ lack of freedom and the constant direct
or indirect control under which they live. This was also the case in the nineteenth-century
peasant community. Moreover, the economic crisis endured by the Russian Federation in
the 1990’s aggravated the outcomes and increased the brutality of dedovshchina. But, the
economic situation was not the cause of the rules of the grandfathers. The same can be said
of the social background of the group of soldiers. The fact that the least educated, those
with the most fragile social backgrounds are populating the Russian barracks may
aggravate the brutality of dedovshchina, but is not the reason why this system exists. The
basic underlying reason for the system must be sought in the total and closed nature of the
organization. The influence of the poor economic situation and the particular social
background of the soldiers who populate the barracks, suggest that there are secondary
variables, which co-influence the specific outcome of the soldiers’ informal culture.  In
short, the total structure of the Russian armed forces encourages the soldiers to organize
themselves around ‘primitive’ principles, while the bad economic conjuncture and the
specific social background of the group of soldiers aggravate this situation.

How does such an informal culture fit in with the idea of the post-modern
professional army? It should be clear that the organizing principles of dedovshchina are not
compatible with the idea of the post-modern professional army and the way Western
armies are organized. Total institutions, as they were presented in the 1950’s by Goffman
and as exemplified by the Russian military, almost no longer existed in the West in the
1990’s. For reasons of efficiency, and for political and moral reasons, Western
organizations have become more open and more diversified. Under these conditions basic
organizing principles such as individualism and personal skills are fundamental. Does this
mean that there is no such a thing as a negative bonding culture in the West? Of course not.
Donna Winslow has shown that in elite units there are risks that brutality and violence may
occur as a consequence of the self-imposed closed nature of these units.503 Elite units
create a myth and a culture that make them different from the rest of the armed forces and
society. But here, the term ‘greedy organizations’ is more appropriate than ‘total
organizations’.504 The essential difference is that in total organizations the individual
choice is non-existent, while in greedy organizations, the individual soldier makes a choice
to become part of a closed institutions. In other words, more open organizations, limited
control, individualism, etc. constitute the hosting culture for All-Volunteer forces. Such a
culture is far removed from the closed institutions with its culture of secrecy, from the
totally controlled organization in which the individual has almost no value and lives in a
state of anomie.
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Conclusions

Based on a close observation of the Russian formal and informal military culture it can be
concluded that the Russian army is still shaped by the influences of a traditional mass army
culture. These traditional values are summarized in the following table.

Formal Military Culture Informal Military Culture
Pain Physical strength- Self-sufficiency
Patriarchy Seniority
Patrimonialism Physical strength
Patriotism Localism, Provincialism

Idea structure
Table 17: Idea and structure combined in military culture

This table demonstrates that there is a certain logic in the different aspects of Russian
military culture. Almost all the formal values can be combined with the values of the
informal culture. The Pain variable of the formal military culture, for example, corresponds
with the law of the strongest of the soldiers’ subculture. At the same time the idea that the
soldiers’ informal culture is focused on self-sufficiency in a world of scarcity is also
related with the officially proclaimed positive value of pain. Russian soldiers are survivors
in a desolate, violent environment. The second element of formal military culture is the
idea of patriarchy. The traditional idea of patriarchy logically corresponds for the idea of
seniority. It is more difficult to find a corresponding informal value to the idea of
patrimonialism, even if the physical strength value of the informal culture can also be
related with the idea of patrimonialism. Finally, the idea of patriotism can be related with
localism and provincialism, since both express the idea of zemlia and territory.

We have claimed that the formal military culture concerns ‘ideas’, while the informal
soldiers culture is more related to ‘structures’. Consequently, based on the reasoning of the
former paragraph, we can assert that the ideational values and structural values are
intertwined. Ideas influence structures and structures influence ideas. This proves that the
military culture is a strong culture that is very difficult to change. In any case, it is a culture
that is very slow to change. This is particularly so because this culture is hosted in a
societal culture that supports this particular military culture. We can say that the military
culture is an enlarged view of the Russian society, a micro-version of Russian society at
large. Nevertheless, we have to acknowledge that modernizing factors are beginning to
influence the traditional military culture. Non-governmental organizations are playing an
important role in this process. In particular, it would be difficult to exaggerate the
importance of the role of the Soldiers’ Mothers organizations, one of the most successful
NGO’s in Russian society during the 1990’s in this process. Their lobby work, however, is
far from over. In the light of the Western European ‘model’ of transition (demonstrated in
the case of France, Belgium, and The Netherlands) to a post-modern professional army, we
predict at least another two decades of lobbying, if all other variables are stable and
unchanged, for Russia to change to a post-modern All-Volunteer Force.

The traditional Russian military culture of the 1990’s is comparable with a
nineteenth-century peasant culture, with even older remnants of the tsarist past. It should
be clear that this culture is not compatible with the culture of the post-modern All-
Volunteer Force.  The skilful, professionally trained soldier which is valued as an
individual is far removed from the idealized peasant, mass army soldier culture as
characterized above. Consequently, and contrary to much popular opinion on this topic in
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Russia itself, it would not be appropriate, advisable or indeed possible for the Russian
armed forces to superimpose a twenty-first century model of military organization onto a
nineteenth-century format.

Furthermore, it should be noted that there is nothing wrong with a peasant, mass
army per se under the condition that it is efficiently managed. The basic question, however,
is to establish the purpose for which this army was built. If the mission of the Russian
armed forces is to fight a full-scale, continental war, than the mass army format is most
appropriate and should be reformed and perfected. If, however, the Russian armed forces
are to be used for complex, crisis-management operations involving peace-keeping, peace-
enforcing and peace-making, than the Russian armed forces have to change dramatically
and profoundly. Both the ‘idea’ and the ‘structure’ underscoring the format of the
contemporary Russian military must be adjusted. Consequently, and as a matter of first
priority, the Russian armed forces must dismantle its total structure format. This is the
most essential step in the event that Russia develops towards a post-modern all-volunteer
army. Without this revolutionary change, all other decisions are doomed to fail. Openness
has a both a political meaning, in terms of democratization, and an organizational meaning,
in the sense of taking down the fences and walls around the barracks. Perhaps the fall of
the Berlin Wall in November 1989 was only a first step in making the Soviet Union/the
Russian Federation part of Europe. Perhaps the Russian military needs to rediscover that
momentum, and find the will to deconstructing ‘the walls’ around its institutions. In order
to accomplish this, perhaps the Russian army needs a sort of ‘military Gorbachev’.
Someone daring to tackle the obstacles that stand in the way of a post-modern all-volunteer
force.
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Conclusions: The post-modern all-Volunteer Force in the
Russian Mirror

In order to formulate the conclusions of this study, it might be worth to remind the reader
of the research question that lays at the basis of this thesis.  This basic question has been
formulated in the introduction as follows: to what extent and in what way have
institutional, political and especially socio-cultural factors contributed to the failure
of military reform in Russia during the period of 1988-1998? In particular the case of
the post-modern 'all-volunteer-force' debate is examined, which is the outward
manifestation of a widely recognized need for military reform and effective
organizational change in the Russian armed forces.  As the first part of this question
suggests, two hypothesises are included in this question, namely that political-institutional
and socio-cultural aspects of organizational reality have contributed to the failure of
military reform in Russia. This means that external and internal, active and passive, as well
as immediate political measures and long term societal and organizational trends have
contributed to the failure of the intended reform goals. Therefore, it is supposed that
(civilian and military) politicians as well as military managers of the General Staff and the
Ministry of Defence, as the mean actors in the decision making process, have failed to
formulate and to implement a sound reform plan on the Russian armed forces. Moreover,
the idea is expressed that less tangible factors as organizational culture and military and
societal mentality were significant obstacles to overcome in order to change toward a post-
modern all-volunteer force in Russia in the period 1988-1998.

 The two suggested variables, namely politics and culture, have both their own logic
and play both their specific role in the development of organizational change. It may be
said that the political and the managerial discussion- or the day by day management- is
essentially focused on the issue of introducing an all-volunteer force format on the Russian
armed forces, while the socio-cultural discussion is a much broader problem that touches
upon the basic and fundamental features of the modern v. post-modern character of this
particular military organization. In other words, the socio-cultural elements of change
determine if the military organization of the Russian Federation may be characterized as a
post-modern all-volunteer force or rather a modern mass army. The basic difference
between the impact of politics and culture on the phenomenon of organizational change
can be characterized with the concepts which were introduced in the introduction, namely
the difference between ‘military reform’ and ‘military organizational change’. While
politics is involved with the ultimate decision and materialization of ‘military reform’,
socio-cultural variables are the mean levers of change in the realm of ‘military
organizational change’. While politicians decide to introduce a professional soldier, the
societal trends and organizational mentality determine what type of professional soldier we
are dealing with. To use another metaphor, it can be said that culture is the grammar of the
organization, while politics produces the vocabulary of it. For example, it could be
imagined that the decision-makers in the Kremlin decide to adapt an all-volunteer force
format while the Russian armed forces may not be qualified as a post-modern military
organization. This is a very important remark as it would suggest that such a decision
would only represent a poor, superficial and incomplete imitation of Western military
reality. Indeed, it would suggest that the Kremlin is only copying the superficial outcomes
of a fundamental new type of Western military organization (namely paying its
professional soldiers), while ignoring the basic features of what this organization makes it
a post-modern military organization (to name some: a new type of leadership, another idea
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of (political and military) responsibility, the importance of the individual soldier as a
valuable contributor of efficiency and success in the organization, etc.).  Such a semi
imitated military organization is at the utmost a hybrid organizational type. Differently put,
it is suggested that the political decision-making of military reform is a necessary, but not a
sufficient condition to determine if the post-modern format is present in Russian reality.
There is no language without both grammar and vocabulary. It is true that the decision-
makers take the ultimate decision to change toward the all-volunteer force format, and only
they can make this decision. Impersonal influences on organizational reality, as socio-
cultural characteristics basically are, do not change an organization. People do change
social reality, not impersonal influences. But as the title of the authoritative book ‘Actors
and Systems’ by Friedman and Grozier suggests, the impersonal forces of society and the
organizational mentality, of which for instance the ‘powerless’ class of soldiers class do
make a significant part of, may not be underestimated. Politics and culture do matter as
they determine if the reformed organization, compared with the western experience of
military change, is a post-modern all-volunteer force, a modern mass army, or eventually a
hybrid type of military organization in which a patch work of organizational characteristics
is brought together in the new Russian military reality.

Based on our analysis of the experiences of France, Belgium and The Netherlands,
three countries who made a more or less successful qualitative leap towards the post-
modern military organization in the 1990’s, we concluded that in these countries there was
a coherent policy and managerial decision-making process that corresponded with the
societal and organizational variables of the post-modern military organization. The
political decision was a ‘logic’ result of long term societal and organizational tendencies.
The political decision in these three countries was, once the Cold War was over and the
international conditions for change were present, a rather easy, calm, and sometimes a dull
event. Politicians and military managers, as loyal executioners of political reform plans,
sensed the times of change rather well and oriented their management and their decisions
towards these societal and organizational indices. In Russia, however, things were
fundamental different. When we analyzed the organizational statistics and the sociological
indices that typify the organization, we could only find a hybrid type of organization. This
implies two things. Firstly, the Soviet and Russian military organization underwent
tremendous, but uncontrolled and fierce changes in the period 1988-1998. It declined from
a massive organization of 5 million men to an organization with only 1.2 million men.
From a hard-core mass army, the Soviet and Russian armed forces developed towards a
non-specific army type. The scale and the velocity, with which this decline took place,
were so great that it is incomparable with the gradual, evolutionary process observed in
France, Belgium and The Netherlands. Some analysts spoke, based on this observation, of
the ‘total collapse’ or the ‘complete devolution’ of the Soviet and Russian armed forces. It
was clearly a process out of control. Besides this rather alarming observation, it was also
demonstrated that the internal structure of the Russian armed forces stayed more or less the
same. The relative size of the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, The Nuclear Rocked Force,
and the Air Defense Force stayed the same. Also the use of conscripts in the different
branches of the armed forces leads us, compared with western experiences, to strange
conclusions. The most technologic advanced branches used at the same intensive way
conscripts to man their forces as the least advanced branches. This means that typical
Soviet and Russian structural traditions survived the deep cut changes of the 1990’s. In
other words, Russia underwent a contradictory development that included tremendous
transformation, but without fundamental change. In conclusion, we observed in the Soviet
Union/Russia an organizational reality that was an out of control process and that
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consequently resulted in a strange and hybrid organizational type. It brought us to the
observation that the reform endeavor in the Russian Federation compared with the model
of the post-modern All-Volunteer Force was one of protracted failure. In order to research
the question why this was the case I studied in a first step the vocabulary of ‘military
reform’. More in detail I studied the political process of reform and institutional change,
the way decision-making bodies were installed and the way decisions were made. The
hypothesis was that the power games in the political arena contributed to the organizational
inertia and, at the same time, it showed the enormous pressures that existed on the Soviet-
Russian military organization in the period 1988-1998. In a second step my attention was
focused on a selected part of the grammar of the military organization culture, namely the
soldiers’ culture. In ‘the soldiers’ question, the third part of this dissertation, I firstly
described the different aspects of the soldiers’ culture: how they were seen by the military
elite and by society, and how the soldiers actually behaved in the barracks. Secondly, I
compared this organizational reality with the mean features of the post-modern military
organization. The hypothesis was that a military culture of a fundamental different kind of
that of the post-modern variant is very difficult, if not impossible to change, at least on
short notice, towards the Western, post-modern type of military organization.

In the second part of this book, the evolution of the political process in the time
frame of the last years of existing of the Soviet Union and the first years of foundation of
the Russian Federation is under investigation. During these turbulent years, which were
pregnant of high hopes, restrained fears, and widespread disillusionment, the discussion of
the ‘profesionalya armia’ was the most vociferous. Studying a political process during an
episode with the dimensions of an historical seizure, not to say a historical revolution with
world wide repercussions is an utterly complex task. The tools that were used to analyze
this complex political reality were based on the theories of decision-making that were
proposed in the field of political science and management theory. Concerning these
theories, it must be said that the mechanistic and static theory of rational decision-making,
that sees the decision making process as an all-encompassing, inclusive, and  discontinue
follow-up of intellectual stages, is the least interesting. This theory is a typical outcome of
the modern belief in the scientific-rational goals of the Enlightment. It assumes that as long
as a political problem, a particular decision-making question, is long enough studied and
analyzed in all its dimensions, the outcome(s) would be a perfect solution for that given
political or decision making problem. In these fragmented, complex and post-modern
times, however, it is understood that the fabric of human behavior and political interaction
is much more complex, unpredictable and dynamic.  Three other dimensions, stipulated in
the more dynamic (and therefore more realistic) theories of bounded rationality, the
Carnegie Model and the model of incremental decision-making are more applicable to the
world of politics and decision making. More in particular these decision making theories
stipulate respectively that decision-makers are only rational in the limits of their
knowledge, their intellect, their experience their interest, etc. Therefore, a decision-maker
is not a kind of an omniscient Deity, but a human being with its own particular restrictions.
Moreover, the political arena represents a specific and explicit world in which coalitions
are made and unmade and which bargaining is the mean style of interacting and
communicating. The coalition formation is not only based on formal political party
strategies, but is also active on the individual basis. Finally, the incremental decision-
making model points out that a managerial or political decision never comes out of the
blue or is thought out from scratch. There is always an historical reality, a tradition in
which this decision-making process takes place. In other words, there is no such a thing as
an historical, social, or organizational vacuum. Conclusively, the three decision-making
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theories bring in: the (imperfect) individual, the (bargaining) group or coalition, and
(historical) time and (social) reality. These entities give us an interesting tool to get an
analytical grip on the events of Soviet-Russia, and a way of presenting a synthetic
conclusion of this research.

The (imperfect) individual. In the political context of the Soviet Union, that was for
seventy years characterized as a totalitarian dictatorship and that evolved during the
Yeltsin years towards a ‘super presidential regime’ with a ’chosen tsar’ in control, it is only
logical to concentrate, in the first stage, on the two leaders of that time: Michael
Gorbachev and Boris Yeltsin. This is not to give a new impetus on the much criticized
Cold War research practice of ‘kremlinology’, but it is simply a political reality in the time
frame of our research that these two leaders are in charge of political decision making.
Generally speaking, they decided upon the overall rules of the political game. Political
reform was their, and only their, privilege. Concerning military matters, no matter how
much political pressure there existed, it was their decision if military reform was an option
or not. They were in control of the timing of the reform process as well as they selected
themselves who made the preliminary planning for their decisions. Having observed this,
this is not to say that there were no other influences on the political agenda. Certainly
during the high days of glasnost and perestroika, the man in the street, students, parents,
university professors, and even military officers called for military reform. The
professional army was their motto of military reform during the late eighties. However, it
was Gorbachev himself who decided upon this matter. Also during the Yeltsin era, there
was influence from ‘the street’. For instance, during the presidential election rally of 1996,
Yeltsin brought the military reform issue, and more in particular, the issue of the
professional army, on the political agenda as he knew that the potential election cohort of
twenty million people was important for his presidential re-election. Also, some Non-
governmental organizations, as the Soldiers’ Mothers organization and Memorial, to name
two rather influential organizations, could raise their voice on military affairs during the
late 1980’s and the 1990’s. But ultimately, however, these external influences had only
limited impact on the real decision making process, which stayed the privilege of the
strong political leadership of these days. The question now remains what Gorbachev and
Yeltsin did with this power on military affairs. Concerning Gorbachev we can make two,
rather short remarks. Firstly, Gorbachev was personally not very interested in military
affairs and certainly not in the problem of the military organization. He was mainly
concerned about economics and international affairs and only to the extent where these
issues touched upon the military organization he spoke in vague terms about military
reform. The mean ideas concerning military matters were rather broad politico-military
decisions that did only indirectly influence the military organization. These issues were the
reduction of the military budget, the de-prioritizing of military industrial complex, and
nuclear disarmament. Later, at the very end of Gorbachev’s reign, the end of the war in
Afghanistan and the withdrawal of the Soviet troops from Central Europe had major,
mainly logistical, consequences for the armed forces. Gorbachev never took a clear stance
on the issue of military reform in general and the question of the all-volunteer force in
particular. A second remark on the policy of Gorbachev is that he stayed within the strict
limits of the political rules of the Soviet Union. Concerning military affairs this meant
that military reform was an issue to handle by the Ministry of Defense, which implied that
the military themselves had to solve their own organizational problems. Consequently, the
minister of defense, Dimitri Yazov proposed only reluctantly a conservative reform plan at
the very end of the existence of the Soviet Union. While there circulated many progressive
and even revolutionary ideas about military reform, of which, for instance, the Lopatin
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plan was the most vocal, the military decision makers stayed on the defensive and tried to
save what was in fact already for a long time lost. But as long as Gorbachev did not change
the rules of the political game and decided to leave military affairs to the military elite
themselves, it was apparently an impossible task to let the military organization reform
from within. The men in uniform, proved to be impotent managers who stubbornly
monopolized the decision making privilege, as neither the ministry of defense, neither the
Chief of Staff of the armed forces of the Soviet Union came up with a coherent and sound
reform plan that corresponded with the ‘wind of change’. In the end, among many other
factors, Gorbachev’s unwillingness and/or inability to radically reform the Soviet military
organization contributed to the end of the existence of the Soviet Union and ultimately to
the end of his political career, as Yazov himself participated in the Coup plot of August
1991.

If the chaotic political and military reality under Gorbachev was already complex to
evaluate, it is even more complicated to assess the impulsive leadership of Yeltsin.
Contradictory to the wide-spread idea that Boris Yeltsin was the champion and icon of
Russian democracy, his time in power was shaped by one (fundamentally undemocratic)
trait, namely the monopolization and the holding at all costs of his presidential position. He
did not allow anyone to have presidential ambitions, neither did he tolerate any oversight
over his policy and political decisions. Any political figure that seized to much political
power or had the courage to express his presidential ambition was simply put on a side
track or was removed from the political scene. He went even that far to shoot with direct
tank fire the parliamentarians out of the White House in his clash with the Supreme Soviet
in October 1993. But Yeltsin was also a political intriguer and manipulator who used more
subtle actions. In his relation with the military decision-makers, he knew that he needed the
military elite on his side for his political survival. Therefore, he paid at very particular
moments, when it was politically opportune, some attention to the issue of military affairs
and the problem of military reform.  But also now, the president, the protagonist in the
decision making game, paid only lip service to the military organization as he only
temporarily and partially paid attention to their cause. He only paid attention to the military
and their problems when it was politically necessary. It was thus no more than political
opportunism that ruled Yeltsin’s policy on military affairs. Also here three remarks can be
made.

 Firstly, notwithstanding Yeltsin’s monopolization of political power and the huge
pressure that was on him to make the military reform debate a fundamentally civilian
discussion, he allowed the military to monopolize military affairs. Against the euphoric
mood of radical change, the military held the initiative on matters of military reform.
Indeed, against the high expectations of the liberal democrats and those who brought
Yeltsin to power, the tsar Boris decided to appoint Pavel Grachev, an airborne general, as
minister of defense in 1992. In this way, the Soviet tradition in which military themselves
decided upon military affairs stayed in place. The choice of Yelstin for a man in uniform
for the post of minister of defense was an opportunistic one. Grachev was an ally of
Yeltsin during the August Coup and therefore Yeltsin wanted him to reward. Moreover, in
the turbulent political times of that moment, Yeltsin knew that he had to keep the military
on his side.

  Secondly, the men in uniform proved to be bad politicians and bad reform
managers. In 1992, the year in which the prizes were liberated and revolutionary
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economic reforms were on the program, Grachev proposed a more or less progressive
reform plan. He introduced the idea of ‘mobile forces’ and he also experimented with the
so-called ‘kontraktniki’ or professional soldiers. But soon after his quickly drafted reform
plan was made public, it became clear that the implementation of the reform ideas was an
enormous problem. The implementation of the professional soldiers was simply poorly
administrated. There were no laws, there were no specific regulations, etc. that gave these
kontraktniki a social and professional status. Soon this experiment resulted in a disaster and
the idea of professionalization, already not that popular with the conservative elite of the
armed forces, received a serious blow. For the first time, it became also clear that drafting
a reform document was not so much a problem. It was rather the implementation of that
reform draft that was the main structural problem. Execution, rather than planning was the
essential challenge in the decision-making process in the Russian political process.
Although Rodionov, the second minister of defense in the Russian Federation, was a far
better educated officer than Grachev, with good knowledge about military affairs and
sound ideas about reform, also he proved to be a bad politician. He did not only have a bad
relationship with Yeltsin, which was deadly in the super presidential regime of Tsar Boris,
he was also a bad negotiator. Although he might, for instance, have had legitimate reasons
to ask to increase the military budget, the way he lobbied and bargained for stood for
political suicide. In order to increase the military budget and to broaden his reform
possibilities, Rodionov blackmailed the president and the government with the threat of
nuclear disaster. This brought not only Yeltsin in a bad position, but also his colleagues
responsible for the nuclear forces and nuclear safety of their installations. Therefore
Rodionov was replaced by Sergeev, the former commander of the Nuclear Rocket Forces
as the third minister of defense. Rodionov was not long enough on the seat of minister of
defense to change something fundamentally. Military affairs developed from bad to worse.
Sergeev seemed to be the best politician of the three ministers, as he survived rather long
in the turbulent years after 1997. Politically he was certainly underestimated, but the price
for his political obedience was high. Fundamental reform was no option.

 Thirdly and lastly, it can be said that based on our observation of the Russian
military elite during the 1990’s, the Russian generalissimo is composed of rather
provincial thinkers. As right-minded bureaucrats, the newly appointed ministers of affairs
promoted their own people in the organization and they stick to the philosophy of their
own force they originate from. Grachev, for instance, promoted the idea of ‘the mobile
forces’, where the airborne troops should play a key role. Sergeev, on his turn, promoted
the nuclear forces and wanted the Russian armed forces to change (again) towards a
nuclear deterrence force. The arrival of a new minister of defense, and this was three times
the case in the period 1992-1998, introduced also a complete personnel change in the
ministry. This was the consequence of bureaucratic favoritism and provincial thinking, but
the consequences were grave: it laid at the basis of a hostile relationship between the
Ministry of Defense and the General Staff, it did not promote coherence and continuity of a
policy, it encouraged incompetence and inefficiency, and it even tolerated corruption. In a
political and social unstable period such as the period 1992-1998 certainly was, it may be
clear that the characteristics as noted above are not very positive to decide upon, to
promote and to implement a coherent reform policy. The reform vocabulary produced by
the reform elite was at the utmost a childish jabbering that tried to imitate the sounds of the
parents, rather than a grown up speech.

The (bargaining) group or coalition. It would be a tremendous mistake to see the military
organization as a homogeneous, monolithic organization. In fact, the Soviet and Russian
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armed forces are a fragmented, highly divided complex organization. From a theoretical
point of view, this may be a rather superficial remark.  Seen the definition of the complex
organization mentioned in the first part and the emphasis Max Weber put on ‘the offices’
in the life of the bureaucratic organization, every large organization is by definition a
fragmented organization, in which there exists, by nature, a process of coalition formation.
In the organizational reality of the 1990’s however, the process of fragmentation and
disintegration had also an extra-theoretical dimension. The disintegration of the 1990’s was
the result of the decline in the military status and the total pauperization of the armed
forces in the Russian Federation. This negative trend, which brought the military
organization at the brink of utter organizational survival, had serious consequences in the
process of decision-making and the position of the armed forces in the political arena.
Firstly, it need no more explanation that in a highly divided organization, which was
reinforced by the practices of ‘favoritism’ and ‘provincial thinking’, it is difficult to come
up with a coherent and sound reform plan that can count on a minimal organizational
consensus. Russian military reality of the 1990’s exemplifies this thought. But there is also
a second, even more important consequence that is related with the utterly pauperized
military organization. It seems that a military organization that is on the brink of collapse is
not in a position of radical reform. Not so much because there are not enough financial
means to reform, but rather because it bolsters defensive, protective and therefore
conservative thinking. Indeed, The High Command of the 1990’s proved first and foremost
to try to safe what was still to safe of the military organization. Rather than changing
radically and decisively the decision makers tend to go back to past glories and familiar
practices instead of an uncertain future of radical reform.  Thus, contradictory to our
intuitional thinking that a military organization that it threatened with total collapse might
breed radical changes, seems to be untrue in the Russian reality of the 1990’s. The loss of
status, the complete pauperization of the military organization, and the de-prioritization of
military affairs in the political arena, even with dimensions that brings the organization at
the brink of collapse, breed conservatism, defensive thinking and complete stagnation
instead of being an impetus for radical reform. This might be called the downward spiral of
organizational decline, which is also a vicious circle, in which the conservative mind is
reinforced and at its turn reinforcing the negative tendencies present in the organization.

The Russian armed forces were not only highly fragmented because of its complex
and bureaucratic nature of the military organization, the pauperization, and de-
prioritization of military affairs and military reform in Russian society and politics. We
may not forget that Russian society was politically subdivided since the second, more
radical stage of perestroika in 1987. Russian society and Russian politics was subdivided
between liberal, democratic, capitalist and progressive forces who stood for radical change,
and statist, communist, nationalist, and conservative forces who stood for a status quo, the
re-installation of Stalinism, and for the nostalgic among them, the re-installation of
Imperial Russia. This dichotomized society, which is something very different of a
pluralistic democratic society, existed certainly until 1994-1996. After this, instead of
political activism and political subdivision, dissatisfaction and disillusionment bred
political apathy. These two moods of non-consensual political activism and political apathy
were also observable inside the military organization. The split between conservative and
progressive forces inside the armed forces were most visible in the period 1987-1992.
Young, mid-level officers with progressive reform thoughts stood against the conservative
military elite. Sporadically, there was a general who showed some sympathy for radical
reform, but generally spoken, the ideological split in the armed forces, which was only a
moderate reflection of societal reality, made that young officers stood against the ‘old
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guard’ of the Soviet and Russian ‘generalität’. In this sense was the political conflict
between the conservatives and the progressives a generational conflict. The period 1987-
1992 was one of unusual political agitation and activism in Russian military history. But
soon after Yeltsin had re-installed the military elite in its old and typical status, political
apathy was brought in the military organization. Both, political activism and political
apathy were driven to their extremes in Soviet and Russian organizational reality. Both
extreme stances were, in fact, negative tendencies in the quest for reform in the 1990’s.
Political activism was one of extremism, which did not have any place for political
consensus. The political apathy was one of non-participation, non-involvement that
resulted in organizational anomie. Is it in the end true that according to specialist on
Russian culture that there is no such a thing as a golden mean in Russia; that everything is
taken to an extreme; that there are no internal limits and that there are no brakes? Whatever
they state, it may be clear that aggressive confrontation and deliberate opposition from
inside the military organization against its own decision-making elite as well as complete
non-involvement and individualization of the military organization are negative tendencies
that are counter-productive in a period in which reform is a required policy option. Also in
this way, the Soviet-Russian armed forces were highly divided and therefore ineffective.

The historical time and social reality. Societal and organizational reform as well a change
in mentality is not installed in a social and organizational vacuum. Therefore, according to
decision-making theory, it is important to take the organizational history and, more
general, the history of the country into account.  As mentioned in the first part and studied
more in detail in the third part, it is a historical reality that Russia is an example of a
country that always had counted on a hard-core mass army to organize its national defense.
Military service was the hall mark of this military organization. Therefore, it may be no
surprise that the change towards an all-volunteer force is a very difficult mental hurdle to
overcome. In fact, another question is here more accurate than this rather ‘logical
organizational failure’. Indeed, in the Russian context, it may be a surprise that the option
for a professional army was even suggested. The traditional mentality of Russian society
does not match with this idea. Again, we have to come back on the essential difference
between the post-modern All-Volunteer Force and the professional army. As already
mentioned above, the post-modern all-volunteer force has something to do with a
fundamental shift in societal and organizational culture compared with the modern mass
army. This shift, as will be more extensively explained below, did not take place in Soviet
and Russian society, whatever modernist thinkers as, for example, Moshe Lewin may
think. The raison why youngsters and parents of draftees called for the professional army
was a cry out for help. The conditions in which the soldiers had to do their military service
were so terrifying that the only hope for not to be damaged by it was not to be drafted. The
professional army was their only solution. As already suggested, this had nothing to do
with the long term societal and organizational changes in postindustrial societies.
Moreover, a professional army, with no (fundamental) change in the mentality would be
sick of the same bed as the contemporary armed forces populated with draftees. The same
abuses would take place among the kontrakniki, corruption would be at the order of the
day, in short, the same ineffective military organization would be in place in the Russian
armed forces, now with the label professional army.

Conclusively, the inability to decide upon a coherent reform plan and an effective
implementation of this plan is first and foremost a political problem. The political elite,
unpredictable as they were, were not very interested in the problem of military reform.
Economic reorganization and the place of the Soviet Union and the Russian Federation in
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the world had for the leaders of these countries a much higher priority. The political
institutions that were created by the two leaders did also have no time to produce a sound
policy as the leaders, intentionally and unintentionally, changed always their policy and
choose constantly other trustees to support their policy. The state leaders created therefore
a political scene which was constant in crisis. But not only was the civilian leadership
politically responsible for the reform failure, also was the military elite incapable to draft a
sound and coherent reform plan or to manage the implementation of it. Therefore the
military organization was too much fragmented, impoverished, and still too much
conservative in its mindset. Finally, society as a whole contributed to the reform failure.
The politically dichotomized society, which found itself sometimes at the brink of civil
war, was not ready to make compromises and therefore contributed to the political turmoil
of the 1990’s. In a chaotic environment, often at risk for total collapse, was not an in
inviting environment for fundamental change and reform. On the contrary, it bred
conservatism and stagnation.

Conservatism, the mentality of a traditional society and old-fashioned thinking were
already mentioned above as important reasons for reform failure. In the third part of this
thesis, military culture (and societal mentality in which this military culture is embedded)
is the main point of our research focus. It is claimed that the Russian military culture is
proto-typical for a mass army. In order to show this statement, the formal military culture
and (part of) the informal military culture is studied. The formal military culture expresses
the way the military and society see the soldier. The different aspects of this formal
military culture are very often built on myths and ideal thinking. Nevertheless, they show
how the military is seen in society and what it symbolizes. Based on my research, the
formal military culture can be reconstructed, based on four stances, namely pain,
patriarchy, patrimonialism, and patriotism. The Russian soldier is seen as one who can bear
a lot of suffering and pain; he is active is an almost solely male environment where male
values are prevailing; moreover, he acts on clear and dry orders which supports a ‘befehl
ist befehl’ culture or a dominant order structure; finally, the soldier serves his country.
Russian patriotism, in which the idea of the Russian soil receives almost religious
connotation, is an enormous motivator for the fighting soldier. It is clear that the cluster of
the four dimensions of formal Russian military culture is a traditional one, which can be
brought back to the nineteenth century romantic thinking about military affairs.

The informal culture of the Russian soldiers is strictly connected with the way the
military organization is structured in Russian society. As a closed and total institution, the
soldiers’ informal culture is, based on the theory of Erving Goffman, therefore one of
survival. Once the soldiers are ‘mortified’ by the military staff, the soldiers start to rebuild
their own life and dignity with the scare means that are available in the barracks. They
build an informal hierarchy among soldiers, in which ‘old fashioned’ variables determine
the picking order in the barracks. These variables are seniority, provincialism and violence.
Once the informal hierarchy is build up and maintained, an unwritten contract is set up
between the soldiers and the officers. This contract stipulates that officers’ orders will be
executed under the condition that the informal discipline is maintained by the soldiers
themselves. It may be clear, that besides the moral reserves one can formulate against this
way of organizing its military organization, that the closed and total organization variant of
organizing its military is, compared with the postindustrial societies, old fashioned. Since
the 1950’s total institutions are in decline in Europe and the United States. In Russia, the
armed forces, orphanages, prisons, in short, all institutions which had a (re) educational
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and propaganda function in Soviet times, maintain the closed and total form of
organization.

A very nasty consequence of the informal soldiers’ culture is the system of
dedovshchina. It is the very often nasty way of keeping order and discipline among the
soldiers by the eldest soldiers. Many testimonies of soldiers victims are published in the
media and even as much descriptive studies are made about dedovshchina. But the link
between the way the Soviet and Russian military organization is structured and the way the
soldiers’ behave toward each other is not made clear. This connection between structure
and the actors’ behavior is, however, essential. This insight brings me also to a possible
solution of the problem of dedovshchina that is according to the military elite very difficult
to control or to avoid. As soon as the total and closed character of the military organization
is deconstructed, the problem of dedovshchina will automatically be reduced, if not erased.
In fact this deconstruction would have many positive effects: first and foremost, it would
increase the organizational effectiveness; it would improve the image of the armed forces
and consequently improve the status of the armed forces in society; it would stop the of the
human rights; it would increase the democratic character of the armed forces as the
deconstruction of the closed and total institution would imply a reduction in the secretive
and suspicious attitude towards the civilian world, an honest and open communication with
the parents, the potential draftees, the politicians and the media. In short, implementing a
solution for the problem of dedovshchina according to the findings of this study implies  at
the same time a tremendous step in the direction of the post-modern all volunteer force.

Conclusively, to the question of ‘to what extent and in what way have institutional,
political and especially socio-cultural factors contributed to the failure of military reform in
Russia during the period of 1988-1998? ‘, our answers may be formulated as follows:
Political instability, institutional fragmentation, the lack of a minimal of  political
consensus, provincial and conservative thinking of the military elite, the political
dichotomization of society have all to a major extent contributed to the failure of Russian
military reform.   Besides these political arguments, fundamental long term aspects of
organizational culture and mentality have contributed to this failure. An archaic and old
fashioned organization type of the closed and total institution is responsible for an
ineffective informal culture among the soldiers. Moreover, the formal military culture is
based on a nineteenth century mentality that has nothing to do with the culture of the post-
modern all volunteer force of the twenty first century. As long as no minimal of political
stability and reform consensus is achieved, the total and closed nature of the armed forces
is deconstructed and a formal culture is adopted with aspects of the twenty first century,
Russia’s reform endeavor will stay a huge transformation without change.




